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VICTIMS OF LIBERTY: VIRGINIA'S RESPONSE 
TO LOYALISTS AND LOYALISM IN WILLIAMSBURG, 1770-1781 
by Stephanie Anne Seal 
May2013 
In June, I 776, when Richard Henry Lee proposed a discussion about 
independence at the Second Continental Congress, ideas about political loyalty and 
roya l ism in Virginia changed drastically. Almost overn ight, there was a general 
consensus throughout most of the colony on the creation ofa Virginia exceptionalism: 
the idea that Virginia- as the largest, richest, and most populous colony- should be the 
leading voice of the upcoming American Revolution. 
This thesis argues that the ways Virginians perceived their place in the 
Revolutionary struggle was, in many ways, mirrored in their treatment of loyalists in the 
state. By examining publications on loya lism in the Virginia Gazelle between 1770 and 
1781, and the Loyalist Claims Records, it is clear that Virgin ia, which was once tolerant 
and sometimes encouraging of loya list and patriot debates, made a conscious decision 
after Lee's Resolution in June, I 776 to present themselves as a state based solely on 
patriotic va lues. The studies of Judith Van Buskirk and Joseph Tiedemann on New York, 
wh ich dominate the historiography on loyal ism, cla im that New York embraced their 
loya lists as peace makers between the British Army and regular citizens. This thesis will 
show a direct contrast from New York, where Virginia loya lists were pacified and 
relegated to the rn1!away slave advertisements in the Virginia Gaze11es. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: REPUBLICAN PURJTY: VIRGIN IA 'S QUEST FOR 
EXCEPTIONALISM 
In October of I 78 I, William Hunter abandoned his Virginia mi litia regiment to 
join General Cornwallis at Yorktown. In the years leading up to the Battle of Yorktown, 
Hunter had taken the Oath of Allegiance to the United States, owned and operated a 
successful printing business in Williamsburg, and co-edited the pro-Revolution Virginia 
Gazelle with John Dixon. Hunter was the son of William Hunter, Sr., the second editor 
of the Virginia Gazelle and a personal friend to Benjamin Franklin. However, toward the 
end of the American Revolution, Will iam Hunter, Jr. 's true loyalties were revealed when 
he j oined Cornwallis and fought in the Battle of Yorktown against his fel low Virginians. 
After the war in 1785, Hunter petitioned the British government for a loyal ist claim of 
£4,208 sterling, citing that he had joined Cornwallis and broken his allegiance to America 
out of loyalty to the King and with the hope that Britain wou ld win the war. For his 
loya lty to Great Britain, Hunter had lost everything he owned after being forcibly thrown 
out of the state by the Virgin ia government at the conclusion of the Revolutionary War. 
He received £400 sterling for the loss of his Williamsburg property and for his hardsh ip. 1 
What makes Will iam Hunter's story significant is that he was not alone. In fact, 
464 loyalists who had called Virginia home before and during the Revolution petitioned 
1 Peter Wilson Coldham ed., American Migrations 1765-1799: The lives. Times. and 
Families. of Colonial Americans Who Remained loyal to the British Crown Before. dnring and 
After the Revolutionary War, as Related in Their Own Words ond Through Their Correspondence 
(Surrey: Genealogical Publishing Co, 2000), 57J; Gregory Palmer ed., Biographical sketches of 
loyalists of rhe A111erica11 Revo/111ion. 2"" ed. 1864 (New York: Meckler Publishing, 1984), 4 15. 
2 
the Bri tish government for simi lar losses.2 From 1776 to 178 1, loya lists in Virgin ia led 
similar lives to Hunter, specifically in the capital city of Williamsburg. They had been 
forced by their state government, the Virginia Gazelle newspapers, and their neighbors 10 
conceal their political al legiance in fear of losing their livelihood or physical v iolence and 
intimidati on. After June 1776, when delegate Richard Henry Lee received permission 
from the Virginia Conventi on to propose a debate on independence at the Second 
Continental Congress a drastic change occurred in the region. Almost overnight there 
was movement throughout the colony to create a Virginia exceptional ism: the idea that 
Virgin ia- as the largest, richest, and most populous colony (soon to be state)-should 
and would be the leading voice of the American Revolution. As leaders of the 
continental patriot movement, Virgin ia 's Whigs decided to stamp out any vestiges of 
Royal ism or even to acknowledge its conti nued existence in the colony/state. Overnight, 
the lives of hundreds ofloyalists across the state changed drastically. Loyalists lost the 
freedom to express their Royalist allegiance in pubic or publish defenses of the King and 
Parliament in articles and pamphlets. In order to keep loyal is ts out of the publ ic and 
nationa l eye, patriots threatened and perpetuated violence against those who ideologically 
supported the Briti sh throughout the duration of the war. Historian John E. Selby argues 
that aller the sign ing of the Declaration of Independence, Virginia became more united in 
support of the Revolutionary cause than any other state in the un ion.3 
2 Murtie June Clark ed., Loyalis1s i11 the Southern Campaign of the Revollltionary War 
Volume II: Official Rolls of Loyalists Recruited from Maryla11d. Pe11nsylva11ia. Virgi11io. and 
111ose Recruitedji-0111 Other Colonies/or the British Legion. Guides and Pio11eers, Loyal 
Foresters, and Queens Rangers (Bahimore: Clearfield Company, 1999); 166-184. 
3 John E. Selby, The Revolwion in Virginia, 1775-1783, 3"' ed. (Charlouesvillc: The 
Universi1y of Virginia Press. 1988), xi. 
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However, what Selby and other historians have fa iled to recognize is that 
Virginia's response to loya lism was in many ways the foundation of this strong 
ideological union. TI1is thesis examines lives of Virginia's Williamsburg loyalists 
between 1770 and 1781, and how Virginia 's patriots attempted 10 control and si lence 
them. In their battle against loyalism/Royalism from June 1776 onward, Virginian 
patriots came to define and strengthen the sense of exceptional ism for the state that made 
it the leading voice of the American Revolution. 
Within the small, yet growing historiography on loya lism during the 
Revolutionary era, Virginia has been neglected by the historical community. Leslie 
Upton's edited collection Revolutionary versus Loyalist: The First American Civil War: 
1774-1784 accused historians of an etb ical field crime when it came to the history of 
loyalism. Upton argued that " loyalists have been severely punished by historians: they 
have been ignored, relegated to an uncomplimentary paragraph or two.',4 It took almost 
three decades for historians to answer Upton's call to add loyalists 10 the narrative of the 
American Revolution in a meaningful way. In the current historiography on loyalism 
there seems 10 be two distinct trends. Most studies focus on either black loyalists who left 
their masters to join the British Anny or they examine state of New York, which had a 
very active and large loyalist population.5 Other states, especia lly Virgin ia, have been 
virtually ignored. 
• Lesl ie F. S. Upton, Revolutionary Versus Loyalist: The First American Civil War. 1774-
1784 (Waltham, MA: Blaisdel l Publishing Company, 1968) x. 
' Examples of these trend can be found in : Eugene Fingerhut and Joseph Tiedemann, The 
Other New York: The American Revolutian Beyond New York City. 1763-1787 (Albany: State 
University Press, 2005); Alan Gilben, Bfock Patriots and loyalists: Fighting/or Emancipation in 
the War for Independence (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2012); Graham Russel 
Hodges, The Black loyalist Directory: African America11 i11 Exile After the American Revo/11tio11 
(New York: Garland Publishing Company, 1996); Gary Nash, The Forgo11e11 Fifth: Aji-ican 
One of the reasons Virginia loyalism has been neglected by historians is because 
Virginia's loyalists faced extraordinarily different circumstances than Roya lists in other 
states. In her book Reluctant Revolutionaries: Patriots and loyalists in Revolutionary 
4 
New York, Judith Van Buskirk argues that loyal ists in New York played a significant role 
as diplomats between patriots and the British Army during the war.6 Simi larly, Joseph 
Tiedemann argues in Reluctant Revolutionaries: New York City and rhe Road to 
independence, 1763-1776 that the demographics of New York made it diflicu lt for 
citizens to choose between Britain and America, making the line between loyalists and 
patriots hard to define.7 Thus, the loyalists of New York lived in a state where loyalism 
was much more acceptable. However, in states such as New Jersey and the Carolinas, it 
was not uncommon for loyal ists to be.publ ically executed. Many loyal ists in New Jersey 
were hanged in the street before they were even convicted, ultimately earn ing the state 
the nickname "Bloody New Jersey."8 
As soon as Virgin ians realized that independence was imminent there was a vast 
movement throughout the colony to promote the idea that Virginia was exceptional when 
compared to her sister colonies. Historians such have Sarah Purcel l have defi ned 
nationalism and exceptional ism during the Revolutionary era as the commemoration of 
an idealistic memory expressed through newspapers, art, sermons, pamphlets and in other 
A111erica11s i11 the Age ofRevo/11tio11 (Boston: Harvard University Press, 2006); Joseph S. 
Tiedemann, Re/11c1a11t Revolutio11c,ries: New York City and tlte Road to lndepe11dence, 1763-1776 
(New York :Cornell University Press, 2008); Judith Van Buskirk, Ge11ero11s Enemies: Patriots 
011d loyalists in Revolutiona,y New York (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002). 
6 Van Buskirk, Generous Enemies, 2. 
7 Tiedemann, Reluctall/ Revolutionaries, 267. 
8 A. David J. Fowler, "Loyalty Is Now Bleeding in New Jersey: Motivations and 
Mentalities of the Disaffected" in The Other loyalists: Ordinary People. Roya/ism, a11d the 
Revol11tio11 in the Middle Colo11ies, 1763-1787, ed. loseph Tiedemann, Eugene Fingerhut, and 
Robert W. Venables (Albany: State University ofNew York Press, 2009), 131. 
5 
sources of maleria l cullure.9 Throughoul the American Revolu1ion, Virginians fol lowed 
lhese footsleps, arguing in various prinled and spoken sources lhal Virginia was the most 
importanl voice behind the Revolulionary cause, citing lhe number and qual ity of lhe men 
they sent 10 fight in the war, Virginia's vasl power and weallh, the colony's long hislory 
(lhc oldest of all English colonies), and lhe notion thal Virginia harbored a population of 
patriotic cilizens who passionately defended America's righl to freedom. From mulliple 
articles in the pages of the Virginia Gazelles to lhe pamphlels thal vehemenlly supported 
the revolulionary cause, Virginians crowned themselves the nalural leaders oflhe 
American Revolulion. 
Virginia was the oldest, largest, richest, and most powcrfol mainland colony at the 
beginning oflhe war, making il a natural economic and polilica l leader of the united 
colonies.10 Whi le lhere is linle doubt that a type of Virginia exceptional ism exis1ed before 
1776, it was centered on lhe common pride Virginians had for their rich hislory and 
economic success. The excepliona lism produced and nurtured during the Revolution was 
differenl and based on a revolutionary ideology. 11 That new Virginia exceptionalism 
propelled the state 10 produce a large number of political and military leaders such as 
George Wash ing1on, Thomas Jefferson, "Light Horse" Harry Lee, and Patrick Henry. 
Large numbers of Virginians also served in the Conlinenlal Army and mi litias throughout 
9Sarah J. Purcell, Sealed With Blood: War, Sacrifice, and Memo,y in Revo/111io11a1y 
America (Phi ladelphia: Universily of Pennsylvania Press, 2002), I. 
10 Selby, The Revo/111ion in Virginia, 23. 
11 Examples of Revolutionary ideology can be found in Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological 
Origins of the America11 Revo/111io11 (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 
1967); Woody Holton, Forced Founders: Indians, Debtors, Slaves, and the Making of the 
American Revolution in Virginia (Chapel Hill , The University ofNonh Carolina Press, 1999). 
Gordon S. Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revo/111ion (New York: A.A. Knopf Press, 
1992). 
the war.12 As a leader of the patriot cause, Virginia has been the subject of countless 
historical studies, yet one aspect of the state's Revolutionary story has been neglected 
until now. 
Virginia loyalists were victims of the state's quest to ensure its exceptional ism. 
6 
Virginia Whigs defined their state's exceptional ism by creating the fa<;ade ofa perfect 
patriotic state, refusing to acknowledge that loyal ists even existed after 1776. Unl ike the 
bloody stories of violence and executions evide111 in New Jersey and the Carol inas, 
Virginia officials and printers did their best to ensure that stories of violence such as 
tarring and feathering and intimidation of loyalists in Virginia were not publicized inside 
the state and in other states. The treatment of loyalists in Virgi nia and the ways in which 
reports of loyalism were purposefully .overlooked was the ideological foundation of the 
state's exceptionalistic identity. During the Revolution, every state publ ished Sl0ries in 
newspapers and pamphlets about their disdain for Tories across the country, making 
loyalists almost a greater enemy of the United States than the British Empire itself. 
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg has acknowledged that mutual responses 10 fear and anger were 
important for the creation of a national or regiona l identity.13 In Virginia and in the other 
colonies, loyalists were not a foreign enemy invading American territory to fight; they 
were neighbors, church members, friends, and business partners who betrayed their 
community. Their lack of dedication to the American cause and their perceived 
willingness to aid British soldiers made them more dangerous and feared than any British 
troops. Loyal ists were enemies who lived among the population, which made them 
dangerous, but also an easy target for public abuse. To Virginians, the best way 10 be 
12 Selby, The Revo/111ion in Virginia, 131. 
" Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, This Vio/e111 Empir.e: The Bir1!t of an American Na1io11al 
lde111i1y (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press. 2010). ix. 
7 
exceptional was to live with the impression that all citizens in the state were united in a 
patriotic endeavor, un like citizens in the middle colonies or the deep southern states. If 
Virginia was to be the ideological leader of the American Revolution, it was not in the 
state's best interest to acknowledge that loyalist still who Jived among the citizens of the 
state, nor to acknowledge even the Whig-perpetuated violent attacks. Instead, Virginians 
stayed quiet about the loyalists among them after 1776. The narrative of Virginia 
loyalists have been lost to history for this reason. Without a plethora of period newspaper 
articles citing attacks, or stories of interactions between loya lists and patriots, Virginia's 
loyalists has been forgotten. It is as if Virgin ia's Revolutionary Whigs achieved their 
goa l of exceptional ism, convincing not only other states in the era that loyal ism did not 
exist in Virginia, but also modern-day.historians. All of the studies- and ultimately our 
understanding of the meaning of the Revolution and War for Independence in Virginia-
are deeply flawed because they do not contain this cnicial element of loyalism in the 
state. In order to have a complete understanding of the place Virginia held in the 
Revolution, we must add its loya lists back into the picture or that image will remain 
incomplete. 
For the purposes of this thesis, loyalists are defined as individuals who, between 
1770 and 1781, were accused of or admitted to loya lties to Great Britain. loyalists were 
those listed in the Virginia Gazelle as enemies ofliberly, those who failed to respond with 
a printed rebuttal denying their affiliations with Tory politics, or those caught aiding the 
British Army after such a rebuttal. It is important to note that this study will focus solely 
on the white loya lists of Williamsburg. There have been previous studies of Black 
loyalisrs or slaves who fled plantations and masters after Lord Dunmore's proclamation 
8 
offered to let Blacks join the British Army in the hope of receiving freedom after the war. 
Some of these Black loyalists Jived in the Will iamsburg arca. 14 While Black loyalists 
were significant 10 the revolutionary cause and the history of Virginia, they did not have a 
part in creating or defining the new Virgin ia exceptional ism, thus they are not treated 
here. 
During the Revolutionary era, Williamsburg was the epicenter of politics in 
Virginia. The capital has been chosen as the case study for this thesis for an assortment 
of reasons, including the wide availability of primary sources. Besides the Loyalist 
Claims Records of more than four hundred loyalists in Virginia, the loyalists who lived in 
Will iamsburg between 1770 and 178 1 wrote the few surviving loya list documents in 
existence. Will iamsburg, in many ways was a microcosm of the state, due to the trades 
and occupations represented in the city. The state's socio-economic hierarchy was also 
mirrored by both patriot and loyalist citizens of the city. Williamsburg housed everyone, 
from the richest landowners such as the Byrds (who owned a house in the city in add ition 
to their many plantations) to middling tradesmen to white laborers to slaves. While 
Williamsburg was one of the few urban centers in Virginia during the Revolution, most 
plantation owners and even yc.oman formers across the state had personal or business 
affiliations in the Williamsburg area, tying all of Virginia 's counties and even its 
backcountry to the capital city in one way or another. 
Expanding on a list of Will iamsburg loyalists compi led by Kevin Kelly in 1998, 
chapter one will examine the lives of thirty men and one woman who were labeled 
enemies of liberty in the Williamsburg area from 1770 through the time of the Battle of 
"Gary Nash, The Forgo11e11 Fijih: African Americons in 1he Age oJRevo!,11ion (Boston: 
Harvard University Press, 2006); Alan Gilben, Black Palr.iols and loyalis1s: Fig/11i11gfor 
f::111a11cipa1io11 i111he War/or /11depe11de11ce (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press.20 12) 
York1own in I 781 .15 The loyalis1s of Williamsburg held various upper-middl ing 
occupations and had di fferenl educations and birthplaces. However, what 1hey al l had in 
common was lheir unequivocal support for reconciliation w i1h Greal Bri1ain 1hroughou1 
lhe war. Th is chap1er wil l review lhe social slmisti cs of loyalisls in Williamsburg, ciling 
their arrival in the capital, the year they parted 1he colony, and their affil ia1ions wi1h 
d ifferent loyalist organ izations. The Loyal ist Claims Records, sermons, personal leuers, 
and documents are the foundational sources for this chapter, in order to reveal lhe 
progression ofhos1ility toward loya lists in correlalion w ith speci fic continental and stale 
evenls, such as the pol i1ical unrest in Bos1on in the early 1770s and Dunmore 's 
Proclamation in Virgin ia in 1775. In order to understand the foundations of Virgin ia 
exceptional ism, il is important to decieher the d ifferent backgrounds, occupations, and 
poli1ical affiliations of the Williamsburg's loyalisls, since it was opposition to their 
presence 1hat unified Virginians enough to create 1he new exceptionalism. 
Chapter II explores the importance of the Virginia Gazelle newspapers to this 
effort from I 770 unti l Virginia Gazelle I moved to Richmond in 1780. This chapler 
argues thal 1he ways Virgi nians perceived their place in the Revolutionary struggle was, 
in many ways, mirrored in their trealmenl of loyalists in 1he stale, as evidenced in lhe 
9 
pages of the Gazelles. As lhe ideology of Virgin ia excepliona lism grew, the portrayal of 
loyalisls and loyalism in the newspaper became increasingly dehumanizing. Slarting in 
1776, accusal ions of loya lism-even of upper-middl ing citizens- were astoundingly 
pos1ed in the paper in association with runaway slave advertisements. It appears that by 
,s Kevin P. Kelly, historian of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, compiled a list of 
a ll of1hose accused of loyali sm in the Williamsburg area. However, since 1998 more loyalists in 
1hc area have been discovered. This thesis takes the loyalists listed by Kelly and adds those 
discovered during subsequent research. See Kevin P. Kelly, "The White Loyalists of 
Williamsburg," The Colonial Willi amsburg Foundation, 1998. 
10 
this time, just as the colony was calling for independence, Virginia Tories were despised 
on the same level as escaped slaves. Additionally, from 1777 to 1780, in a further 
attempt to portray Virginia as the lead ing state of the Revolution, the Gazelles stopped 
reporting any events even mentioning loyal ists in the state's boundaries. The Gazelles 
even refused to cover instances of intimidation and physical attacks on loyalists, despite 
the fact that such reporting would have been a welcome morale boost to Virginia's 
Whigs. lt appears that the various editors of the Gazelles-even the loyalist ed itor 
William Hunter- made a conscious decision after I 776 to systematically ignore any and 
all loyal ist presence in the state, making it appear as if Virginia was pure in a patriotic 
sense and completely supportive of the Revolution to a pe,fect degree. 
The third chapter examines the life of John Randolph as the epitome of the 
loya list experience in Virginia. As an eminent politician, avid pamphleteer, and frequent 
enemy of the Virginia Gazelles, Randolph's experience in this ten-year period is a direct 
representation of Virginia's transformation into a utopia of liberty. Randolph 's problems 
with the public and with his own family revea l the internal struggle that most Virginia 
loya lists faced as I 776 drew closer; his story also shows how they dealt wi th the 
repercussions of being labeled a Tory as the Revolution moved forward. As attorney 
general of the colony and as a man from a long line of prominent Virgin ia leaders, 
Randolph was perhaps the best known loyalist not on ly in Will iamsburg, but in all of 
America. Randolph is important to thi s study because he is one of the only loyal ists born 
in Virginia with survi ving personal and public documents, including letters to his Whig 
brother and son as well as his cousin Thomas Jefferson. Randolph 's works, including his 
popular loyal ist pamphlets, were published from 1774 to 1776 and circulated throughout 
Virginia. Mis most famous pamphlet, Considerations on the Present State of Virginia 
which was considered one of the most important pamphlets of the period is regarded by 
some as the loyali st version of Thomas Paine's Common Sense. Randolph's loyal ist 
ideas published in the Virginia Gazelles before 1776, were the driving ideology behind 
Tory initiatives in Williamsburg. His correspondence with his patriot son, Edmund 
Randolph, is representative of the personal struggles the other thirty loya lists in 
Will iamsburg faced during the war. His once close relationship with Thomas Jefferson 
and their fading correspondence during the war reveals the power of Virgin ia 
exceptionalism to the lives of both Whigs and Tories. Exceptionalism forced families 
such as the Randolphs to choose pol itics over family in an attempt to push the power of 
Virginia and the rest of America forward and out of Briti sh control. 
I l 
The conclusion and epi logue w ill follow what happened to the Williamsburg 
loyalists who relocated to other areas during the Revolution; most of them returned to 
England and other parts of Great Britain. As Mary Beth Norton has argued in a larger 
study, almost all of the thirty-one Williamsburg loyal ists who survived the war were true 
exi les wherever they ended up. Whether they lived America or Great Britain, neither 
country was entirely sure of what to do with these American-born Tories.16 With the 
conclusion of their story after the war, the idea of Virginia exceptional ism will be 
rev isited in order to truly weigh whether or not exceptional ism was a successful 
ideologica l movement. 
During the Revolution, Virginia attempted to resolve its " loyal ist problem" in 
order to be the exceptiona l leader of the Revolution. By understanding the social 
16 Mary Beth Nonon, The 8ritish-Americt111s: The loyalist £xi/es in England, 1774- /794 
(London: Constable Publishing, 1974) 6. 
12 
background of the Williamsbu rg loyalists, how loyalists were treated by the Virg inia 
Gazelles, and the persona l struggles of loyalist leader John Randolph, it is apparent that 
Virginians waged a crucial interna l struggle as they attempted to hide Virginia's loyalists 
from the rest of America. From threaten ing loyalists on Williamsburg 's Duke of 
Gloucester Street to comparing them to slaves in the Virginia Gazettes, the loyalists of 
Virginia went from freely debating politics to being forced into hid ing for the duration of 
the war. All of this occurred as an attempt by the state of Virginia to create the utopia 
they believed Jefferson, Washington, and Lee had set in motion for at the Second 
Continental Congress when the Declaration of Jndependence was signed in July 1776. 
13 
CHAPTER II 
ENEMIES OF LIBERTY: THE LOYALISTS OF WILLIAMSBURG 
The loyalists who lived in Williamsburg between 1770 and 1781 came from an 
assortment of backgrounds and family histories. This chapter explores what made these 
1hi1ty-one Tories loyal to the King and Great Britain, who they were, their lives in 
Virginia, their involvement in Tory politics, their struggle to survive the constructs of 
Virgin ia exceptional ism, and how their presence affected society in the capital city. In 
order to understand the rise and role of Virginia exceptional ism during the Revolutionary 
era, it is important acknowledge the people who were most affected by the ideology. The 
loyalists in Williamsburg, more than any other group, felt the repercussions of the new 
Virginia exceptional ism in their social, economic, and political lives. In 1770, Virginians 
regardless of political affi liations were allowed to continue with their lives and pursue 
their occupations in peace. However, as revolutionary rhetoric took hold in Virginia, 
outspoken Tories in Williamsburg lost thei r businesses, land, and social prestige. Some 
were forced into a political hiding; fighting accusations of disloyalty in order to 
peacefully remain in Williamsburg until they felt it was ti me to leave for England or join 
Cornwallis and his army during his Southern campaign. This transition from normal 
subjects into enemies of the state reveals the strength of Revolutionary ideology and how 
both loyalists and patriots responded to Virginia's exceptional ism campaign. 
After the conclusion of the Seven Years War in 1763, Williamsburg experienced 
a series of economic repercussions. TI1c capital thrived on an urban economy built on the 
backs of merchants, tradesmen, and entrepreneurs, all ofwh~m were closely connected to 
businesses in London and plantation owners in the Virginia tidewater. In order to pay for 
14 
the massive costs of the war Parliament called for multiple tax acts throughout the 
colonies. These acts added intense economic pressure to merchants and proprietors in 
America because many of the taxes affected the price of colonial imports and exports, 
most of which were packaged or sold in urban centers and port cities. Williamsburg was 
not exempt from these hardships. More specifically, the Navigation Acts hurt plantation 
owners, yeoman farmers, and merchants in Virgin ia. Taxes on tobacco, plus the inability 
to sell their crop outside of Great Britain, and the rising costs of cultivation forced many 
colonists in Virginia with the British government, thus strnin ing the relationships between 
elite planters and merchants in London.17 
What makes these tax acts important is that by 1770 an even larger ideologica l 
divide began to take place between political Whigs-those who vehemently fought 
against the new taxes due to the economic hardships it placed on the Virginia economy-
and Tories, who while not pleased with taxation had the tendency to remain neutral and 
understanding of the crown's need to collect taxes from the colonies. Taxation without 
representat ion became the ultimate dividing factor between patriots and loya lists in 
Wi lliamsburg. It was the foundation of both parties because it forced the cit izens of 
Williamsburg to choose a side early on in the Revolution. Patriots in Wil liamsburg used 
their anger about taxes to further their resentment toward the British government. 
Similarly, those who defended the British government in thc early 1770s were more 
likely to remain Tories up until they left Virginia.18 
17 T.H. Breen, Tobacco Culture: The Memality oftlJe Great Tidewater Plo111ers 011 the 
Eve of the Revo/111io11 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 200 I); Holton, Forced Fouhders. 
45. 
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However, even with taxes on the rise and low tobacco prices producing less 
wealth in the colony than in previous years, these economic and political hardships did 
not stop immigration into the city. In fact, of the th irty-one loyalists who lived in 
Wil liamsburg duri ng the American Revolution, only ten were born in Virginia or the 
Williamsburg area, with 1wen1y-one of them moving in from different areas of Great 
Britain, including England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. Fourteen of the loyal ists moved 
10 Will iamsburg in the midst of economic distress after the Seven Years War.19 While 
the majority of the Williamsburg loyal ists were born outside of Virgin ia, those born in 
the colony were predominantly second- and th ird-generation Virginia citizens. Because 
of their British genealogy and often with fami ly still in Great Britain, it makes sense that 
Will iamsburg' s loyalists wou ld have sided with the British when the issue of taxation in 
the colonies came up 
All of Williamsburg's thiaty-one loyalists were upper-midd ling citizens, with 
careers ranging from working for the royal governor, to attorneys, to private gentlemen. 
Many of these loyal ists were well -known in Will iamsburg for their successful businesses 
and services to the population. Benjamin Bucktrout arrived in Will iamsburg in 1766 and 
opened his cabinet-making business la ter that year. Throughout the end of the 1760s and 
up un1i l his departure from Virginia in 1788, Bucktrout's business served many of 
Virgin ia 's first and el ite fami lies, including the Carters and the Byrds.20 Physician 
Alexander Middleton opened a medical practice on the Williamsburg's main street- the 
Duke of Gloucester Street- in 1776 where he personally cared for burgesses and 
19 Data collected from: Clark, Loyalists in the So111hern Campaign of the Revo/111io11my 
War Volume II, 166-184; Coldham, America11 1'vligratio11s 1765-1799; Palmer, 8iogrop/1ical 
Sketches of l oyalists of the American Revalution; Kelly, "The White Loyalists of Wi lliamsburg." 
:?O Data collected from Benjamin Bucktrout's business receipts: Buckrrout Papers, I 77 1-
1779, Rockefeller Library: Will iamsburg, Virginia (PM29; LTI FIX) 
government officials.21 John Jarret Carter, a tavern owner in Will iamsburg, was also 
wel l-known in the capita l for his business. In an article in the Virginia Gazelle in 1745, 
Carter described his tavern as one of the finest in Williamsburg, advertising the large 
quantity of"marsh" and "Old-Field" he had stored.22 The advertisement also allempted 
to lure traveling burgesses to the tavern by citing the "good quality" of opt ions for 
lodging, including public and private rooms.23 
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Other loya lists in Williamsburg held occupations that were closely tied lo the 
Royal governor, whether it was working for the loca l Vi rginia government or for Lord 
Dunmore's family. Loyali st Thomas Gwatkin- a College of Will iam and Mary 
professor of philosophy and languages-served as a personal t111or for Lord Dunmore's 
eldest son and had a very close relationsh ip with royal governor's fami ly. The most 
prominent loyal ist in Wi lliamsburg throughout the Revolutionary era was extraordinarily 
close 10 the Dunmore fam ily, both personally and in pol itics. John Randolph, the 
A Horney General or Virginia- who's fam ily had been in the colony since its founding 
years-was a close friend of Dunmore 's and always fought to defend Dunmore and the 
British government in the House of Burgesses and in the pages of the Virginia Gazelles. 
It appears that almost al l of the loyalists living in Williamsburg after the Seven Years 
War unti l the eve of the American Revolution had similar upper-middling economic and 
politica l interests. While few of these loya lists had personal relationships wi th each other 
(outside of Dunmore's close circle), their class and economic interests eventual ly bound 
them together as republican ideology struck Virginia. 
" Coldham, American Migrmions I 765-1799, 58 1. 
22 William Parks, Virginia Gazelle, April 18, 1745, 4. 
?J Wi ll iam Parks, Virginia Gt11e11e, April 18, 1745, 4. 
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Throughout the early 1770s, Virginians were well aware of the problems between 
the British and several New England colonies over taxes, which had turned into physical 
altercations between the British Army and the colonists Massachusetts and Rhode Island. 
The Virginia Gazelles constantly posted stories of social unrest in Boston and in Rhode 
Island, including the Boston Massacre, the Boston Tea Party, and the Gaspee Affair in 
1772. The Virginia Gazelles also published excerpts of speeches and sennons by New 
England politicians and preachers begging for reform in the British government and for 
parliament to stay out of colonial affairs. By 1772, political and religious officials in 
Williamsburg were nervous about the effects of New England's politica l rhetoric on 
Virginia. Professors at the College of William and Mary and local pastors lectured and 
preached on the importance o f remaining neutral and understanding British goals. Many 
pastors utilized biblical references on the importance of abiding by Chri sti an 
governments and being patient in order to understand God's greater plans. Reverend 
Samuel Henley, a Professor of Moral Phi losophy at William and Mary preached before 
the House of Burgesses on many occasions with sermons covering pol itical and economic 
problems of the era.24 However, a speci fi c scnnon on March I, 1772 addressed the 
importance of understanding the government and God. In a sermon entitled Mark XII, 
Henley explained that whi le governments were not perfect, God was omnipotent and that 
the main goa l of Christian governments was to decipher God's will for their nations. 
While sometimes subjects, such as the colonists, arc not pleased with the King and 
Parliament 's decisions, it was the obl igation of Christians to abide by them. While 
Henley argued that it was right lo question governments, it was not the makeup of good 
citizens to openly rebel: 
2' Coldham, A111erica11 Migrations 1765-/799, 568. 
Society is but of temporary duration: with the present life tenninates the 
penalties of its laws; while the sanctions of Religion are durable as our 
existence. As these are, to us, of the highest importance, let us, first, seek 
the kingdom of God and his righteousness; and in subordination to this 
end, let us render to Caesar, the things that are Caesar (sic).25 
Henley's quote reveals one of the earl iest ideological underpinnings of Williamsburg 
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loyalists. It was far more important for citizens to seek God than to constantly worry 
about the government in Great Britain. It is no mistake that "let us render Caesar, the 
things that are Caesar," was the theme of thi s sermon to the House of Burgesses. While 
the Burgesses were an impon ant part of the government in Virginia, Henley urged 
members of the House to remain calm and trust the royal government in the mother 
country. After all, if God was always be on the side of those who followed the scripture, 
citizens and the Burgesses should pay especially close attention to the biblica l passages 
that urged Christians to trust Godly kings.26 
Similar sennons reveal how greatly the political turmoil in New England affected 
politica l life in Williamsburg society. Whi le Virginia had avoided violent outbreaks in 
the early I 770s-unlike Boston and other New England towns-the royal government in 
Williamsburg were exceedingly nervous about the emergence ofan anti-British 
movement in the politica l culture of the colony. Yet, the political altercations between 
Whigs and Tories remained civil in Williamsburg between 1772 and early 1775. 
However, in the spring of 1775 this period of political peace quickly came to a 
close in the city. In response to colony-wide taxat ion and altercations in New England, 
boycotts tied to the Coercive Acts and promoted by the Continental Association in 
25 Samuel Henley, TJ,e Disrincr Claims ofGovernmem and Religion. Considered in a 
Sermon Preacl,ed Before 1/,e Ha,mourable !louse of Burgesses, or Williamsburg. in Virginia, 
March I. 1772 (Cambridge: Printed for J. Woodyer, and Messieurs Davies and Elmsley in 
London, 1772), 17. 
26 Henley, The Dis1inc1 Claims o/Govemmenl and Religio11, 11. 
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Virgin ia spread throughout the colony on the import ing of British goods and the 
exportation of tobacco in an ancmpt to force the British to allow for sale outside of the 
cmpire.27 The county committees of safety did their best to single out merchants and 
businesses that did not comply with the boycott of British items. Groups created by the 
commiuees of safety singled out known loyal ist merchants by intercepting their personal 
letters, monitoring their public conversations and inspecting their account books. All 
merchants in Williamsburg who were found sympathizing with the British or sel ling 
British imports were declared " in imical to the liberties of America," which was shortened 
in 1776 to "enemies of liberty" by 1776 in the Virginia Gazelles.28 In February 1775, 
Bernard Cary, a linen drapery trader, was arrested in Williamsburg for refusing to comply 
with the committee of safety and was jmprisoned for four days as "inimical to liberty." 
After he was set free, Cary was accosted by local patriots and soon after sold his property 
in Will iamsburg to escape further intimidation.29 Some other prominent loyalists in 
Williamsburg were forced to sign a public confession, one of the earl iest versions of the 
Oath of Allegiance, which stated that they knowingly broke the bonds of liberty in their 
association with the British, but that they promised to reform and cease sel ling British 
goods in their stores.30 
After the battles of Lexington and Concord in April 1775, the rise of patriot 
intimidation of loyalist merchants, and the heightening of a pol itical ideology about 
liberty and republ icanism, the Royal Governor of Virgin ia, Lord Dunmore, became 
'1 - Holton. Forced Fo1111ders, I 07. 
,a Purdie, Virginia Gazeue series supplement, July 22, 1775, page 4. 
29 Coldham. A111erica11 Migrcr1io11s 1765-1799, 542; Kelly, "The White Loyalists of 
Williamsburg," I 998. 
30Kclly. "The White Loyalists of Williamsburg," 1998. 
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increasingly uneasy. After Patrick Henry asked for Virginia troops 10 be raised and se111 
10 New England in his famous "Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death Speech," at 1he 
Virginia Convention in March 1775 and the emergence of 1he Second Continental 
Congress in Philadelphia, many political officials in Williamsburg were unsure of how to 
keep Virginia out of the turmoil Massachusetts and the rest of New England were 
embroiled. In April of 1775, Lord Dunmore ordered that all gunpowder and weapons be 
removed from the public Magazine in Williamsburg. Dunmore feared an uprising similar 
10 the violent outbreaks in Lexington and Concord and hoped 1ha1 a removing of 
gunpowder from 1J1e capital would keep a rebellion a1 bay. However, Dunmore's plan 
was discovered by Patrick Henry, who_ raised a force towards Williamsburg lo stop 1he 
governor's order. Williamsburg loyalist George Pitt had been Master of the Magazine 
and Muster Master General since 1755 and was guarding the magazine the night Henry 
and his growing group of angry patriots arrived 10 stop any seizure of gunpowder. 
According 10 a loyal ist claim made on behalf of his son, Richard Floyd Piu, George Piu 
refused 10 surrender stores and the magazine 10 the rebels. Immediately, Pill was 
declared a 1rai1or by Henry and 1he crowd. Soon after the incident, Pin's home and 
property in Wil liamsburg were unlawfully taken by pa1rio1s, forcing Pill lo l'Jc.e 10 
England with his seven young ch ildren. His son Richard declared in the Loyalist Cla ims 
Records that his once-hea lthy father could 1101 shake the 1hrea1s, intimidation, and seizure 
of property by the men he had once called friends. In less than a year, Pill died from the 
stress. leaving his children orphaned and des1i1u1e, and Richard imprisoned in England 
for his father's debt.31 
3
' Coldham,American Migrations 1765-/799, 588. 
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After the failed seizure of the magazine, life for loyal ists in Williamsburg became 
much more di mcult than before revolutionary ideology spread into the colonies.32 There 
were many reports in the city of verbal and physical abuse towards merchants and 
citizens who had previously defended the King in public or for those who reprimanded 
Patrick Henry for his efforts in the Virginia Gazelles. Loyalists like Pitt were accosted 
down the Duke of Gloucester Street and turned into public spectacles. Revenue officer 
Robert Miller reported that he received death threats and was the target of abuse in June 
and July 1775 due to his outspoken contempt for the patriots in Boston and his defense of 
Pitt's refusal to hand over the magazine 10 the patriots.33 Miller's business pa1tner 
William Maitland received simi lar threats since he was dependent on Miller's household 
and was caught importing British goocts into his store.34 
Thomas Gwatkin, the tutor of Lord Dunmore's eldest son Lord Fincastle, became 
a target for harassment in Will iamsburg for his association with the Royal governor. 
After the gunpowder incident, Thomas Jefferson and Richard Henry Lee approached 
Gwatkin, asking him to author a pamphlet that would vindicate the proceedings of the 
Continental Congress and attest 10 Dunmore's ineptitude as Roya l governor. When 
Gwatkin refused he was accosted by armed men on the campus of William and Mary. 
The intimidat ion forced Gwatkin to leave the colony for England soon after the 
incident.3; Samuel Hen ley also fell victim to simi lar threats throughout the year for his 
association with Lord Dunmore and follow William and Mary professor Gwatkin.36 Both 
n See also the gunpowder incident: Holton, Forced Founders, 143- 165. 
n Kelly, "The White Loyalists of Williamsburg," 1998 
" Palmer, Biographical skerches of loyalists of the A111erica11.Revo/111io11. 58/; Kelly, 
"The Whi1e Loyalists of Wi lliamsburg," 1998 
3s Coldham, Americ,111 Migrations 1765-1799, 564. 
36 Coldham, American Migralions 1765-1799, 568. 
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men were dismissed by the Col lege for their defense of Lord Dunmore and their fai lure to 
support the newly emerging patriot cause. 
Problems on ly worsened for loyalists in the area when with Lord Dunmore's 
Proclamation was printed in the Virginia Gazelle in late 1775. Through his proclamation, 
Lord Dunmore essentially freed all enslaved or indentured peoples in the colony if they 
would bear arms and join the British Army to fight against the Continental Army in New 
England: 
To defeat such treasonable purposes, and that al l such traitors, and their 
abettors, may be brought to justice .. .I do, In virtue of the power and 
authority to me given, by his majesty, determine to execute martial Jaw, 
and cause the same to be executed throughout the colony .. .I do hereby 
farther declare all indentured servants, negroes, or others (appertain ing to 
rebels) free, that are able and willing to bear arms, they joining his 
majesty's troops, as soon as may be, for the speedi ly reducing thi s colony 
to a proper sense of their duty to his majesty's crown and dignity.37 
Lord Dunmore proclaimed what all slave owners in Virgin ia had feared the most. 
Dunmore had fl irted with the idea of freeing slaves in order to suppress rebellions since 
1772; however, his plans had always been turned down by the government in Great 
Britain.38 By freeing the slaves and indentured servants in Virginia, Lord Dunmore was 
not on ly tak ing away a vital source of labor on plantations, but he also angered slave 
owners with the prospec1 ofa race war and the loss of thousands of individuals who were 
1hei r rightfully owned properly. Patriots across 1he colony were outraged and as 1776 
drew closer life for loyalists in Will iamsburg became a fight for surviva l as patriots 
vehemently retaliated across the capital. 
l
7 
Lord Ounmore's Proclamation as printed in John Pinkney, Virginia Gazelle, November 
23 , 1775, 2. 
38 Alan Gilben, 8/t,ck Parriors and loyalisrs: Fig/11ingfor £111011cipc11io11 in rhe War for 
/11depe11de11ce (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012), 15. 
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Even before the summer of 1776, many of the loyalists in Williamsburg became 
so terrified by the constant threats and physical abuse that they began to steadily leave the 
colony. Between 1775 and 1776, fourteen of the thirty-one loyal ists identified in this 
study left the city for England in an attempt to find refuge from abuse. America had not 
yet declared independence; however with the Continental Congress's Olive _Branch 
Petition rejected by King George Ill, the loyalists in Williamsburg knew that any 
reconci liation, if it came at al l, wou ld not happen quick ly enough to ensure their safety in 
Virginia. Among those who departed was Richard Corbin, Jr. who had been targeted by 
Patrick Henry and on ly just escaped tarring and feathering in early 1776. Jn the middle of 
the night in late 1776, patriots surrounded the home of Alexander Middleton, after he 
refused 10 "take up arms for the rebels'.' and often offered medical treatment topolitical 
prisoners in the Public Gaol.39 Middleton was forced to escape through a window and 
ran on foot for three miles 10 a friend's home where he had to rema in hidden for more 
than six months before he could safely leave Virginia.40 
In May 1776, Lee's Resolution became the ultimate turning point for loyal ism in 
Williamsburg and the rest of the colony. When Richard Henry Lee was granted 
permission by the Virginia Convention to propose a debate on Independence at the 
Second Continental Congress in Philadelphia, all of the anger over taxation and Lord 
Dunmore 's Proclamation sent Virginia into ideological overdrive. The animosity 
build ing since the early 1770s toward loyalists finally reached a crescendo and Whigs 
across the colony came to believe in and promote the idea of Virgin ia exceptional ism and 
the colony's leadership of the continental revolutionary movement. Virginia had reached 
39 Kelly, "The White Loyalists of Wi lliamsburg," 1998 
,o Coldham. American Migrmions 1765-1799, 58 1. 
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a point where loyal ism was no longer an option and Virginians did not want to hear 
defenses of the British Empire's action. Instead, a complete break from with the mother 
country was in order and most Virginians wholeheartedly backed the revolutionary cause. 
With Virgin ia's own George Washington leading the Continenta l Army and o ther 
prominent Virginians pushing the Revolution forward, radical patriots in the local 
government set in motion an ideological development of state exceptional ism that would 
be greater than in any other state. However, in order to be the ideological leader of the 
American Revolution, Virgin ia had to deal with its loyal ist and silence or eject the 
loyalists who still remained in the area. If they did not, how wou ld the rest of American 
view the commonwealth as a leader ifit had a series of gruesome civil wars, like the ones 
that were happening between loyalists.and patriots in Carolinas. In South Carolina, 
loyalists and patriots were open ly attacking and kill ing each other in cities.41 In North 
Carolina, Tories of mulatto descent were accused of"lndian-l ikc" attacks on patriot 
families, stripping women and ch ildren naked before murdering them with tomahawks 
and stakes whi le their husbands and fathers were away.42 Leaders in the Carol inas had 
made absolutely no auempt to shield their problems from the rest of the country. Whi le 
d isagreements between patriots and loya lists were tense in Virginia, they never reached 
the level of carnage they had in the Deep South. Not on ly did Virginia want to avoid this 
type ofconnict, but they also wanted to do a better job of concealing any of the loyalist 
problems they still faced in order to appear ideologically pure and a rightfu l leader of the 
Revoluti on, unlike the constant mayhem witnessed in the Carolinas. 
" Jim Piecuch, Three Peoples. One King: loyalists, lndiam, and Slaves in the 
Revolutionmy South. 1775-1781 (Columbia: The University or South Carol ina Press, 2008), 17. 
" Wayne E. Lee, Crowds and Soldiers in Revolutionary North Carolina: .The culture of 
violence in Riot mu/ War (Tallahassee: The University Press of Florida, 2001 ), 171 -172. 
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After the Declaration of Independence was published and spread throughout 
Virginia, there were still a handful of loyal ists who remained in Williamsburg and 
refused to leave their homes. From 1776 and up until 1780, the loya lists of Williamsburg 
and across Virginia fell into a period of"quiet years" where they either hid their political 
beliefs in order to survive or were forced into hiding th rough means of intimidation. 
None of the three Virginia Gazetle newspapers published loyal ist opinions on the 
Revolutionary War or disputes with Great Britain. No more pamphlets conceming 
loyalist ideology circu lated or were published by presses in the Williamsburg area . 
Instead, Virginia appeared as though it was completely behind the revolutionary cause 
and auempted to ignore the fact there were those-in the now state-that disagreed with 
the Revolution and its ideals. Virginia.exceptionalism dominated Williamsburg and the 
rest of the state throughout the quiet years, making it appear to the rest of America that 
there were no loyal ists left in Virginia. 
However, wh ile the ideals of Virginia exceptional ism did not allow for stories of 
loya lism to be publ ished in the Virginia Gazelles or make their way outside of the state, 
Williamsburg and the rest of Virginia had to deal with the loyalists who remained in the 
area , specifically in the merchant community. There was an in itial attempt by the 
General Assembly in December 1776 to banish all loyalists and Tories who refused to 
sell products exclusive ly made in the United States. One of the only articles 10 address 
loya lism in the Virginia Gazetles afler Lee's 1776 Resolut ion was the publicat ion of a 
proclamation by the assembly, wh ich asked loyalists who were partners, agents, 
s1orckeepers, assistant s1orekeepers, or clerks who still sold goods imported from Grea1 
Britain to cease !heir business wi1h London or be forcibly removed from 1he s1a1e.'3 
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In September 1777, an Oath of Allegiance was ins1iru1ed 10 disti nguish patriots 
from loyal is1s in 1he Williamsburg area and 01her large cities, such as Fredericksburg. 
The oath slated that 1he person signing had sworn and affirmed that he or she would 
" renounce and refute all allegiance 10 George Ill. .. and tha1 they would be fa i1h lt1l, and 
bear true allegiance to 1he Commonweahh of Virginia, as a free and independent Stale."
44 
In a leuer to the Virginia Gaze11e I, one conlributor explained that the Oath of Allegiance 
was vital to the survival of Virginia as a leader in the American Revolution: 
By it we are bound, as we out {ought}to be, and to discover all traiterous 
conspiracies against the State, wh ich we may know of; and to secure our 
present free and happy form of-government, we swear that we do not woe 
{owe} allegiance, and will not pay obedience to the tyrant of Britain.45 
Of the seventeen remaining known loyalists in Williamsburg, four men took 1he Oath of 
Allegiance. Virginia Gazelle editor Will iam Hunter was forced to sign the oath in order 
to keep his position wi1h the paper.46 Father and son Francis and John Jaram also signed 
the oath in order to remain in Williamsburg, as well as local carpenter William Hill.
47 
Two Williamsburg loyalis1s refused 10 sign the Oath of Allegiance. All.orney James 
Hubard was imprisoned brielly for reflising 10 sign the .oath and his refusal caused the 
immediate collapse of his law practice. After escaping imprisonment, Hu bard joined 
43 Purdie, Vi1gi11ia Gatelte, January 3, 1777, 2. 
,w Dixon and Mu111er, Virginia Gazelle, September 19, 1777, 3. 
45 Dixon and Munter, Virginia Gazelle, September 19, 1777, 2. 
·~ Coldham, American Migrations 1765-1799, 571. 
47 In the records it is not clear which Jaram was the father and which was the son. 
Mowever, both men t0ok the oath at the same time and were bolh later jailed for ·'disaffection" in 
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Cornwallis's Army to escape further intimidation by local patriots.48 John Jarret Caner 
also refused the oath; however, he managed to escape imprisonment due to his service in 
the Continental Army at the Battle of Trenton in December 1776.49 
Between 1777 and the beginn ing of 1779, the new Virginia government, the 
Virginia Gazelles, and any other institution wi th connections outside of the state 
continued to do their best to shield the fact that loyalists still rema ined in Williamsburg 
and in the rest of Virg inia. There was no mention of loyalism in the Virginia papers even 
though there were still many instances of violence and intimidation between patriots and 
loyalists through the end of the decade. Many loya lists who remained in Williamsburg 
went into a political hiding in order to remain in the city and avoid verbal and physica l 
attacks by local Whigs. However, ther.e were other loyal ists who either d id not attempt to 
conceal their true allegiances or were discovered after a series of quest ionable events. In 
early 1777, Edith Robinson, widow of prominent loyalist Reverend Thomas Robinson, 
was accosted in Williamsburg when she defended her late husband 's pol it ical beliefs. 
The only recorded fema le loyalist in Will iamsburg, Edith Robinson, became more 
outspoken in defending her husband and in her own loyalist beliefs. After escaping a 
"violent" auack in the streets of Williamsburg, Robinson was forced to escape the city in 
the middle of the night to join her widowed sister Mary Preston in Yorkshire, England. so 
Local merchant William Francis Bickerton was imprisoned in 1777 after he was caught 
48 Coldham. American Migrations 1765-1799, 570; Kelly, "The Whi1e Loyalists of 
Will iamsburg," 1998 
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smuggling British goods into his store and selling them.; 1 After being on paroled in 1778 
and banished to the Virginia backcountry, Bickerton expressed his intent ion to leave the 
state in Virginia Gazelle I instead of secretly escaping.s2 It was clear through these 
mu lti ple acts of violence and intimidation that Virgin ia's quiet years were not quiet at all. 
The quiet years prove that there was a plan by the states officials to keep Virginians at 
the forefront of the Revolution and that plan included a refusal to acknowledge the 
existence of loyalists in order to promote and idea Virginia exceptionalism and 
Revolutionary purity throughout the United States. Without loyal ism as a major negative 
issue, Virginia appeared to be a utopia of liberty with the other twelve states and the rest 
of the world seemingly none the wiser. 
The final time loyal ism was addressed in Virginia newspapers during the war was 
in 1779, when Governor Thomas Jefferson signed a proclamation that ban ished all 
loyalists who remained in the state. Unl ike earlier banishments, which took place over 
loyalist merchant's refusal to boycott of British goods, Jefferson's banishment 
proclamation threatened imprisonment of any Tory left in the state who did not move out 
of Virginia. Jefferson's proclamation set in motion governmental confiscation of 
property from those who would leave and those who had left prior to 1779. The notice 
was published in each edition of the Virginia Gazelle with very few follow-up articles 
that reminded loyal ists living in the state that if they remained in Virginia they wou ld be 
imprisoned and possibly executed for treason. s3 However, this banishment proclamati on 
furthers the ideals of Virgin ia exceptional ism. This was another attempt by patriots to 
show the rest of the United States how dedicated Virginia was to the American 
" Kelly, "The White Loyalists of Williamsburg," 1998. 
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Revolution. Virginia was one of the only States to official ly banish loyal ists before the 
conclusion of the war. Other southern states such as South Carolina, North Carolina, and 
Georgia did not completely banish Tories until "The Great Evacuation" in I 783.s
4 
Despite its harshness, Jefferson's proclamation did not affect the loyalists in 
Will iamsburg, mostly because those remaining were quiet enough about their political 
allegiances not to be questioned by Whigs in the city. Not one of the fifteen loyal ists left 
the city until late 1780, well after the proclamation was announced. 
However, toward the very end of the Revolutionary War, those loyalists who had 
been in hid ing for almost four years found an opportunity the come out in Cornwall is's 
southem campaign. As Cornwal lis made his way to Yorktown, Virginia, on ly fifteen 
miles southwest of Williamsburg, the \•ast majority of Williamsburg's remain ing loyalists 
fled their homes to join the British Army. Some of Williamsburg's loyalists, who had 
earl ier escaped the city or were ban ished in previous years, also made their way to 
Yorktown. Many of the loyal ists hoped the British would bring a successfo l conclusion 
to the American Revolution, al lowing them to take back their confiscated property and 
openly practice their Tory politica l ideologies. By 1780, twelve of the Williamsburg 
loyal ists were accused of or officially joined Cornwall is's army as he came into 
Virgin ia.5s Two loya lists joined other divisions in the British Army; one of them was 
William and Mary student Wi lliam Tarpley who en listed in the 841h Foot in Charleston, 
South Carolina in 1780 and served unti l I 783.s6 Three other loyal ists joined the Queen's 
Rangers and campaigned outside of Virginia. By the Battle of Yorktown, every loyalist 
"' Charlene Johnson Kozy, "Tories Transplanted: The Caribbean Exile and Plan1ation 
Settlement of Southeni Loyalists," The Georgia Historical Quarterly, Vol. 75, No, I (Spring 
199 1), 19. 
;s Sec Appendix Table V. 
56 Coldham, American Migrmions 1765-1799, 600. 
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who had quietly survived the duration of the war in Williamsburg came out of hiding, 
whether it was through verbal support o r service in the British army. Interestingly, two 
of the loyalists who joined Cornwallis had actually served in American military forces 
earl ier. John Jarret Carter who had served as a soldier in the Continental Army early on 
in the war left to join Cornwallis, as did Virginia Gazelle editor William Hunter, who was 
still officially enl isted in the Continental Army when Cornwallis arrived in to 
Yorktown.s7 William Hunter provided Cornwall is and other British officers with 
important mi litary intelligence on the city and the whereabouts of the Continental 
Army.s3 
While few records explain in so many words why so many Will iamsburg loyalists 
joined the Cornwalli s, it was undoubtedly due to the harsh atmosphere in Will iamsburg 
and the rest of the state toward Tories and the hope that the British would win the war, 
ushering in a new era of toleration and safety for those who had remained loyal to Great 
Britain. As Cornwallis arrived in Yorktown, a division led by Benedict Arnold and the 
Queen's Rangers led by Lieutenant Colonel Simcoe also invaded Virginia to aid 
Cornwallis in what the British hoped wou ld be a winning campaign that would end the 
war in their favor. Lieutenant Colonel Banastre Tarleton also sent his dragoons to 
Charlonesville in an anempt to imprison the entire Virginia Genera l Assembly and 
capture governor Thomas Jcficrson. While patriots in Virginia were trying to regroup 
and plan a decisive anack on the British, the loyalists in Williamsburg recognized the 
s, Colclharn. American Migra1io11s 1765-1799, 542 and 571. 
ss Kelly, "The White Loyalists of Williamsburg," 1998. 
Whig pan ic and bel ieved that the British Army final ly had the chance to stamp out the 
Revolution in Virginia and hopeful ly the rest of the country.;9 
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However, the hopes of the loyalists who exposed themselves as Tories were 
crushed when the French Navy arrived off the Virginia Capes and defeated the British 
Navy that fal l. Cornwallis was trapped in Yorktown by Washington and the French 
General Rochambeau. The al lied siege forced Cornwall is to surrender to the Continental 
Army. After the fai led campaign, many of the loyalists who had joined Cornwallis left 
with him or headed to New York on the HMS Bone/la to escape what they believed 
wou ld be harsh consequences from loca l patriots for their so-called treason. However, 
six of the Williamsburg loyal ists made an attempt to go back to Williamsburg and 
conduct their business as though Yorktown had never happened. The General Assembly 
was outraged by their betraya l and immediately imprisoned or banished al l who 
attempted to retum.60 By 1782, every Wil liamsburg loyalist who later submitted a 
loyalist claim to the British government had escaped the city. For the first time since 
Richard Henry Lee was granted permission to propose independence in 1776, Virginia 
exceptional ism had succeeded in one significant area: there were no loya lists left in 
Williamsburg. 
The end of the Revolutionary War ushered in a new era for loyalists and patriots. 
Patriots in Virgin ia and the Williamsburg area no longer had to worry about the presence 
of loyal ists in the city. According to records and the loyalists cla ims, if there were any 
Tories left in Virginia alter 178 1 they remained qu iet for the rest of their lives and never 
prompted questi oning by their neighbors or the state government. However, for those 
59 Ke lly, "The Wh ite Loyalists of Williamsburg; · 1998. 
60 Ke lly, "'The Wh ite Loyalists of Williamsburg," 1998. 
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thirty-one Williamsburg loya lists who were identified during the war, life changed 
drastically. Thirty of the loyalists moved to areas of the British Empire, mostly to 
England and Canada, and remained there for the rest of their lives. Cabinetmaker 
Benjamin Bucktrout was the on ly loyalist who ever made it back to Williamsburg. 
Records do not revea l the reasons why Bucktrout retumed to Williamsburg in 1793, or 
whether he was welcomed back in the community. However, he remained in the city 
plying his i-rade until he died in 18 13.61 Many of the loyal ists who vehemently supported 
Lord Dunmore and the British government throughout the war remained ardent Tories for 
the rest of their lives. In a letter to his mother who sti ll lived in Williamsburg in 1782, 
Matthew Hubard expressed that he was happy to stil l be in the care of Lord Dunmore 
after the death of his loyal ist father Ja,nes Hubbard. Matthew expressed his excitement 
in going to the East Indies with Cornwallis the following year and often referred to 
Dunmore as "my good friend.' ,62 A few of the loyal ists who had been closely connected 
with Dunmore in the early years of the Revolution managed to keep close to the British 
government, Dunmore, and Comwallis after the war came to a close. However, the 
Loyalist Claims Records reveal a very different outcome for the rest of the Wil liamsburg 
loyalists. Like many loyalists who were refugees from other states Williamsburg's 
loyalists became impoverished and imprisoned for the mu ltiple debts they owed to the 
British governmcnt.63 In an attempt get aid from the British government for their 
"unwavering" loya lty through the war, the loyalists petitioned the British government, 
61 Kelly, "The White Loyalists of Will iamsburg," 1998. 
62 Matthew Mubard to Edith Hubard, Jlubard Fami ly, December 30, 1782, Bowyer-
Hubard Family Papers, 1767-1782 and 1816, Rockefeller Library, Williamsburg, VA. 
63 Norton, The British-Americans, 7. 
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creating some of the only surviving stories of loya lists during the Revolution that prove 
how their sacrifices cost them their land, family, livelihood, and happiness_64 
In order 10 understand the effect of Virginia 's attempt at ideological and 
revolutionary purity, it is imponant 10 understand the small stories and day-10-day lives 
of the people who pa id a heavy price for their political allegiances. From acceptance, 10 
to leration, to violence, and then to ban ishment, the story of the Williamsburg loyalists 
reveal the creation and progress of Virginia exceptional ism and how the state's 
revolutionary ideology affected the lives of those who wanted 10 remain a pan of the 
British Empire. Since its founding, Virginians had always perceived !heir colony as the 
most important territory in America for its economic progress, strong history, and 
dominant culture. When America appeared as though it would break with Great Britain, 
Virginia d id not want to lose their credibility as the most powerful colony on the 
continent. ln order to become an exceptiona l force in the United S tates, Virginians used 
the loyalists they had once ca lled friends and business partners as a means to show the 
rest of the country how serious they were about revolution and how successfully they 
demol ished any oppositi on in the state. It was important to Virginians that their state d id 
not become a place of bloody civi l wars and massacres between patriots and loya lists, 
like other states in the south. The story of Virginia excepti onal ism begins and ends wi th 
the loyalists who became victims of America's perceived right to liberty. 
64 Maya Jassanoff, liberty 's Exiles: America11 loyalists in the Revo/11tionary World (New 
York: First Vintage Books, 2011 ), 13. 
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REPORTrNG THE REVOLUTION: THE INVISIBLE LOYALISTS OF THE 
VIRGINIA GAZETTE 
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Throughout the Revolutionary era, the three Virginia Gazelles were the main 
source of news throughout the colony and single-handedly prompted a chain of debates 
about British authority in America. This chapter argues that the ways Virginians 
perceived their place in the Revolutionary struggle was, in many ways, mirrored in their 
treatment of loyalists in the state, as can be seen in the pages of the Virginia Gazelle 
newspapers. Starting with the Boston Massacre in 1770, the newspapers relied on 
contributions from hundreds of subscribers across the colony an attempt to publish 
responses from both those who supported or were against the actions of the British 
government and military. After a series of violent events in Massachusetts and Rhode 
Island and with tobacco prices constantly falling in the world market, patriots and 
royalists engaged in a series of heated debates in the pages of the newspapers. However, 
after Lee's Resolution in June 1776, the Gazelles stopped publishing Tory defenses of the 
Crown's actions. As the Virginia Gazelles quickly fi ltered out stories about loyal ism 
throughout 1776, they also began to dcmon ize prominent Virginian loya lists in essays 
and articles. Additionally, in a further attempt to portray Virginia as the leading state of 
the Revolution into 1777, the Gazelles ceased to cover any events concerning loyalists 
wi thin Virginia's boundaries. From these facts, it is apparent the various editors of the 
Gazelles made a conscious decision to ignore any and all loyal ist presence in the state, 
mak ing it seem as if Virginia was completely behind the Revolutionary ideal- at least in 
the pages of the newspapers. This chapter demonstrates not on ly that the Virginia 
Gazelles manipulated the news during the Revolution, but by doing so they 
fundamcnially fueled the ideological development of Virginia cxceptionalism and its 
perceived total commitment to liberty and independence for the colon ies. 
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Before and during the American Revolution, three different ed itors and publishers 
produced a newspaper cal led the Virginia Gaze11e. Before copyright laws were 
introduced, various editors or freelances writers took the name Virginia Gazelle and 
published articles and opinion pieces about Virginia communities and the rest of the 
colon ies. The original Virginia Gazelle began publication in 1736 on a press owned and 
operated by Will iamsburg printer William Parks. In 1765, Thomas Jefferson brought a 
second printing press to Wil liamsburg, which was operated by newspaper editor William 
Rind, in order to create a publishing competition. Both of these Virginia Gazelles were 
important news sources for the region because the opening of a second news paper 
caused a significant shift in the power structure of Virginia. Virginia's Royal 
government had always held sway over what was published in the first Gazelle before 
1765. However, at the onset of the American Revolution , Rind's Virginia Gazelle 
created competition in reporting, forcing Virginia Gazelle I to publish more articles that 
were more critical of the Royal government in order to keep up with Rind and his 
bel ligerent stance on issues such as British taxation and Lord Dunmore's actions.6s 
Even though these newspapers were from different editors and presses, the 
Co!onial Williamsburg Foundation omcially recognizes the three versions of the Virginia 
Gazelles as the Virginia Gazelle from 1730 to 1780. 66 Since almost all of the editors of 
65 Roger P. Mellen, "Thomas Jellerson and the Origins of Newspaper CompetitiorJ in Pre-· 
Revolutionary Virginia", Journalism 1-/istmy 35:3 (Fall 2009), 151. 
~ The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, "'About the Virginia Gazette Collection," 
(Accessed I 1/2012) hup://research.history.org/DigitalLibrary/VirginiaGazeue/VGAbou1.cfm 
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the Virginia Gazelles held simi lar opinions throughout the revolutionary era and 
published many of the same stories about the other twelve colonies (since these articles 
were often republished from newspapers in the other colonies), they are al l referred to as 
one Gazeue. Small di ffercnccs in the papers on matters of layout, tone, or politica l 
preference were al l related to the editor, not necessari ly the three distinct papers. For 
example, when Alexander Purdie left Virginia Gazelle I in I 775 and opened Virginia 
Gazelle Ill that same year, the layout of the new newspaper and the tone of its opinion 
pieces were almost exactly the same as the first paper. 
For the purposes of this chapter, the three Virginia Gazelles will not be referred lo 
as a single entity as in the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation's standard . Instead, the 
newspapers will be recognized as the Gazelles and distinguished by different editors of 
Virginia Gazelle I. II. and Ill as listed in the table below and cited in the footnotes.67 
Table I 
The Prinrers of the Virginia Gazelles 




Alexander Purdie and John Dixon 
John Dixon and William Hunter 
John Dixon and Thomas Nicholson 
Virginia Gazelle fl 
William Rind 
C lemintia Rind 
John Pinkney 
Virginia Gazelle III 
A Jexander Purdie 
John Clarkson and Auoustine Davis 











67 The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, "About the Virginia Gazcuc Collection," 
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Since lhe first newspaper of lhat name was published in lhe 1730s, the Gazelles 
were the only Virginia-based newspaper that was distributed colony-wide.63 The major 
role of the Gazelles was 10 keep Virginians up-to-date about tobacco prices, political 
elections for the House of Burgesses, and news from surrounding colonies. As tensions 
mounted between Great Britain and the colonies, the Gazelles became a platform for 
subscribers to voice their opin ions on local, colonial, or empire-wide issues. Soon after 
the Seven Years War anger spread across plantation and fanning communities in Virginia 
over mu lti ple tax acts that directly affected the tobacco economy. With problems 
occurring in Boston and Rhode Island as earl y as 1765, Virginians across the colony 
began 10 offer their opinions in articles published by the Virginia Gazelles, specifically 
addressing the responses of the Royal Government in Great Britain to incidents of 
resistance carried out by groups like the Sons of Liberty in Boston. Outside oftavems 
and loca l counci l meetings, writing in the Gazelles was one of the few ways patriots and 
Tories could express their opinions and debate issues that directly affected Virginia's 
relationship with Great Britain. When the post-war tax acts became a major topic of 
debate, the Gazelles published multiple Tory defenses of the King and Parliament's 
actions, ultimately concluding that the King- as a parent to the American colonies- was 
right to punish his chi ldren when they "misbehaved," even if those punishments were at 
times "too sevcrc.'.69 While Tories and Whigs discussed their political opin ions and 
ideologies in the papers, these debates always targeted the British government and rarely 
questioned the charac1er of specific authors or poli1icians in Wil liamsburg. 
68 Mellen, .. 'fho111as Jefferson and 1he Origins of Newspaper Co111pe1i1ion in Pre-
Revoluiionary Virginia," 152. 
69 Purdie, Virginia Gazelle, June 2 1, I 776, 3. 
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The year 1770 was a major turning point for the ed itors of and contributors to the 
Virginia Gazelles. After the Boston Massacre, contributors to the Gaze11es became much 
more politically polarized. A growing number of Whigs in Virginia identi fied deeply 
with republicanism and viewed the British soldier's acti ons as an "attack" on innocent 
colonists.70 Although each of the Virginia Gazelles attempted to remain politically neutral 
about the events in Boston, ed itors of the newspaper shifted their descriptions of the 
events to one that supported a more Whiggish platform. 
Our readers wi ll doubtless expect a circumstancia l account of the 
tragica l affa ir on Monday night last; but we hope they wi ll excuse our 
being so particular as we should have been, had we not seen that the 
town was intending an enquiry, and fu ll representation thereof .. .. On 
the evening of Monday, being the 5~' current, several soldiers of the 
29•h regiment were seen parading the streets with their drawn cutlasses 
and bayonets, abusing and wo1indi ng members of the inhabitants.71 
Th is account, wh ich was published almost two months after the Boston incident, uses 
specific political imagery. Describing British soldiers as " parad ing" through Boston and 
"abusing" colonists in their wake was common in colonial newspapers after the Boston 
Massacre. The famous illustration of the Massacre- originally engraved by Paul 
Revere-<:irculated in most colonial newspapers, depicting a mass of gun smoke, an 
officer giving the order to fire, the soldier's bayonets, and many colonists dying on the 
ground. While this image was never publ ished in any of the Virginia Gazelles, it is clear 
from editor Rind's account of the incident that the newspaper now was taking a Whiggish 
stance that paralleled Revere's depiction. However, this shift toward a more patri otic 
platform did not keep the Gazelles from publishing Tory defenses of the British Army 
and government a Iler the Massacre. In fact, the Gazelles consistently published loya list 
70 Rind, Virginia Gt1ze11e, April 5, l 770, 3. 
11 Rind, The Virginia Gazelle, April 5. 1770, 3. 
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contributions 10 the newspaper in the following years, when incidents between colonists 
and the British became more frequent. 
The aftermath of the Boston Massacre was not only a turning point for the 
Virginia Gazelles' editors; ii was also a turning point in patriot and loyal ist interactions in 
the pages of the paper. By the end of 1770, the peaceful political debates seen from 1763 
to 1770 were replaced with colorful language that described in great detail the faults of 
both patriots and loyalists around the colony. Prominent political figures of both Tory 
and patriot persuasion al l fell victim to articles and opinion pieces that directly 
questioned their character and accused both of traitorous actions against the Crown or 
American interests. 
The Boston Patriots are again amusing themselves in fomenting a 
Quarrel with the Mother Country .... they have spirited ly voted 
the Engl ish Min isters who gave that Advice little less than Traitors 
to the Crown and Enemies to the Peoplc.72 
The events following the Boston Massacre and the trials of the British soldiers involved 
gave Virginia 's loyal ists an even greater incentive to demonize the patriots in 
Massachusetts. Instead of being loyal subjects of the crown, patriots in New England 
were " amusing themselves" by quarreling like children. This article in Purdie and 
Dixon's Gazelle was not only meant to condemn Boston ' s troublemakers, but also 10 
serve as a warning to those in Virginia who wan1ed to fol low in the footsteps of the Sons 
of Liber\Y- Unruly patriots wou ld not be viewed as heroes, but as quarrelsome upstarts. 
Whi le even1s such as the HMS Gc,spee Affair, the Boston Tea Party, and the 
Quartering Act of 1773 caused more contentious debates between patriots and loyalists in 
the papers, it was local events in Virginia 1ha1 truly deepened lhe divide in the pages of · 
72 Purdie and Dixon, Vir[(i11ia Ga=e11e, December 24, 1772, I. 
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1he Gazelles. On November 7, 1774, a small group of York Coumy inhabi1an1s-
including some Burgesses- boarded a Bri1ish vessel 1ha1 was mean! to distribute Briiish 
lea to local merchanis. Inspired by !he Boston Tea Party, !he colonis1s threw the 1ea 
chests overboard, destroying all of the iea.73 In the Gazelles, pa1riots blamed 1he 
commander oflhe sh ip, loya list Howard Esten, for ac1ing "imprudently in not 
remonstrating in stronger terms aga inst the Tea being put on Board the Ship, as he well 
lrnew it would be disagreeable to the Inhabitants of this Colony."74 
Aller Royal Governor Lord Dunmore's allempted seizure of the Will iamsburg 
Magazine and the announcement of Dunmore's Proclamation in 1775, the Virginia 
Gazelles publ ished a muhitude of articles surrounding the issue of loyalism in the colony. 
Both of Dunmore's actions created a violent uproar in Williamsburg and throughout the 
rest of the colony. Virginia Gazelle editor John Pinkney wrote an opin ion piece directly 
under the printed text of the Proclamation , citing that he thought it "was necessary for the 
welfare of two forts of people" that the issue of the Proc lamation be discussed among the 
newspapers subscribers.75 According 10 Pinkney, even !hough the royal governor had 
fled the colony, the "1wo forts of people"' loyalisls and patriots had a civic duty to offer 
advice and opinions on whether or nol the people of Williamsburg should rebel against 
Dunmore and the Crown or seek reconciliaiion.76 Slaves and indentured servan1s were 
1he backbone of Virginia's economy and Dunmore's announcemem 1ha1 they would be 
freed if1hey joined the King's army did 1101 rest well among patriot or loyalist 
contributors and readers of the newspapers. 
71 Purdie and Dixon, Virginia Gazelle, November 24, 1774, 2. 
74 Purdie and Dixon, Virginia Gazelle, November 24, 1774, 2. 
75 Pinkney, Virginia Gazelle, November 23. 1775, 2. 
16 Pinkney. Virginia Gazelle. November 23, 1775. 2. 
Patriots across Virginia let their anger be shown when writing to the Gazelles, 
hoping that the Proclamation would finally convert loya lists in the state 10 the Whig 
cause. Once patriot contributor wrote, 
Here you have a proclamation that will al once show the baseness of lord 
Dunmore's heart, his malice and treachery against the people who once 
under his government, and his ossicious violation of law,justice, and 
humanity; not 10 mention his arrogating to himself a power which 
neither he can assume, nor any power upon earth invest him with.77 
4 1 
Other contributors cited Dunmore 's seizure of the powder magazine in Wi lliamsburg as a 
grave alTTont, arguing that Dunmore's plan the entire time was to enslave whites across 
the colony with his black followers.78 The arguments made by patriots after the 
proclamation begged for a colony-wide rebellion against Dunmore and the British 
government if the King did not properly respond to the mass exodus of slaves from 
Virginia's plantations. Some responses in the Gazelles went as far as to cal l for 
Dunmore's assassination while others o!Tered prayers for his immediate demise.79 As 
patriot articles blanketed the pages of the Virginia Gazelles with hatred of Dunmore, 
loyalists contributors 10 the paper began 10 panic. Dunmore's Proclamation did not aid 
the loyalist causes of neutrality, understanding, and reconciliation. Instead, Dunmore's 
actions essentially forced the Tories of Virginia 10 un ite against patriots. Loya list 
contributors wrote articles expressing their gratitude towards Dunmore for protecting 
Virginia against rebels. Norfolk loyalist John Brown wrote, "His lordship has exerted 
himself in a most distingu ished manner and deserves the applause of every friend of his 
11 Purdie, The Virginia Gcm:11e, November 24, 1775. 2. See also Holton, Forced 
Founders, 143-164. 
78 Purdie, Virginia Gazelle, November 24, 1775, 2. 
"' Pinkney, Virginia Gaze11e, November 30, 1775, 3. 
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king and country."80 Pinkney 's Gazelfe ultimately acknowledged that the proclamation 
had "widened the unhappy breach and render reconciliation more diflicult."81 
In an ever-greater response to Ounmore' s Proclamation, Purdie's Gazelfe 
published a series of articles about the dire situation in Virginia. Aller a lengthy article 
berating Dunmore for his actions, a contributor fell it was necessary for all of Virginia to 
know the trnc etymology of Tories and Whigs and how those of Tory pol itical beliefs had 
been traitors since the beginnings of the party. 
The term WHIG is generally understood, now a days to mean, A friend to 
the American cause; and the word TORY denotes, an enemy to American 
freedom, and the British constitution in general, both in church and state; 
for when those terms were first used, WHIG implied a person zea lously 
attached to the protestant succession, in opposition 10 TORIES, who were 
intriguing 10 bring in the pretender, and wh ich him Popery and arbitrary 
government.82 
Another article printed the same month in Purdie's Gazelle accused several incarcerated 
Williamsburg loyalists with affi liating with " Roman Catholics and Indians, and 
endeavoring to raise amongst us as a domestick enemy."83 The article also accused 
loyalists of joining Dunmore 's army 10 fight alongside runaway slaves.84 Loya lists and 
Tories accused of popcry and associating with escaped blacks and enemy Indians were 
branded as the ultimate ultimate traitors. In essence, Purdie and Pinkney's Gazelfes 
foreshadowed the ultimate inability for Virginian 's 10 reconci le with the King, Great 
Britain, and the loyal ist citizens who lived among patrio ts throughout the colony. 
80 Purdie, Virginia Gazeue, December 29, 1775, I . 
81 Pinkney, Virginia Gazelle, November 23, 1775, 2. See also Hollon. Farced Founders, 
156-161. 
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In June 1776, the divide between patriots and loyalists in Virginia was forever 
solified when Richard Henry Lee proposed independence frorn Great Britain at the 
Second Continen1al Congress. With thi s ac1ion, Virginia exceptional ism was born and 
quickly spread throughout the colony. With Lee, Thomas Jefferson, George Washington 
and other prominent political figures from Virginia arguing for independence in 
Philadelphia, the Virgini(l G(lzeues and politicians in Williarnsburg and the rest of the 
state saw the coming revolution as an opportunity 10 prove the power and politica l 
leadership of the largest, richest, and rnost populous colony in America. If the Virginia 
Convention was bold enough to propose independence in Philadelphia, rnany Virginians 
argued that Virgin ia should be the politica l leader of the Arnerican Revolution. However, 
Virginia had a sign ificant problem. Loyalists were stil l very prominent in the capital at 
Willi amsburg and 1hroughout the staie. To the editors of the Virgini(l G(lzeues in 1776, 
the only way for Virginia to cla im republican political purity to lead all of the states was 
10 rid the colony of its loyal ists or at least the perception ofloyalisrn. Besides, if Virginia 
were to be the lead ing voice of the American Revolution it wou ld be extraord inarily 
contrad ictory to allow loyalists to speak on behalf of or from Virginia. The Virginia 
Gazelles played a significant role in spreading the ideology of republican purity and 
exceptional ism across the state. The ed itors of the Gazelles made a conscious decision 
after Lee's resolution to make it appear as though there were no more loyal ists in 
Virginia. Without loya lists in the colony, Virgin ia would be exceptional in comparison 
with ocher states who suffered their own Tory problems. 
Al\er June l 776, the Virgi11i(l G(lzeues systematically refused to publish loyalist 
opin ions, yet they still had to deal wi th prominent loyalists who rema ined in the state. 
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The Whig writers who had debated in print with loyalists before 1776 now lx:gan 10 
a1tack specific political oflicials, merchants, and businessmen in Williamsburg who had 
previously argued for the King's policies or colonial reconcil iati on with Great Britain. 
Po litical officials who affiliated with Lord Dunmore were declared "enemies of 
American liberty" and " those unfriendly 10 America's right 10 justice" in the Gazel/es.85 
Men who had s tood before the House of Burgesses pri or to 1776 and defended the King's 
right to punish colonists for interfering with tax collectors and destroying British property 
were declared "effeminate" and "at a loss of stones" for 110 1 being able 10 stand up like 
men against British authority.86 Whi le attacks like these were common against Tories 
between 1770 and 1776, loyalists were no longer a llowed to defend the King, their 
ideologies, o r their honor in the Gazelles. Instead, Tory opinion pieces were replaced 
with accounts of tria ls held throughout the state prosecuting the remaining outspoken 
loyalists in Virginia. Throughout 1776, Purd ie's Gazelle publ ished seventeen artic les 
recounting the Tory Trials as well as loyalist leuers intercepted by the Comminees of 
Safety. While Dixon's Gazelle did not publish as many letters or trial accounts, the seven 
articles it d id publish emphasized the "demonous activ ity" of loyal ists and suggested they 
should be severely punished for their treachery.87 Only a few arti cles were published 
served as loyal ist rebuna ls, or character witnesses for those accused, claiming that certain 
accused Tories were actually friends of liberty or had experienced a change of heart in 
the months following Lee's Resolution. An unnamed professor at the College of Will iam 
and Mary reported to Purdic's Gazelle that he and several other professors had been 
accused ofloyalism by some of the Gazelles' contributors. The professor assured the 
3' Purdic, Virginia Gazelle. July 19, 1776, 4. 
86 Purdie, Virginia Gazelle, July 26, 1776, 2. 
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Gazelle's readers that al l of the remaining faculty at William and Mary were ardent 
patriots and any of those who had expressed Tory beliefs had already been expelled from 
the college. 88 Accused loya I isl of the town of Hanover, Alexander Macauley, also wrote 
to Purdie's Gazette in an attempt to clear his name. Macauley cited that he has gone 
before a comminee and had been proved as a "friend to America."89 Gloucester resident 
David Dickerson wrote Purdie's Gazelle to clear his own name since his eldest son had 
joined a Tory regiment. "But I am not a Tory," Dickerson wrote, citing that he was "as 
warm a friend to my country as any man in it; and if ever there should be a call, no one 
will be more ready" than he.90 
As the ideology of Virgin ia exceptionalism and republ ican puri ty increased in the 
new state, the portrayal of loyalists in the newspaper became increasingly dehuman izing. 
By 1777, astoundingly, accusati ons of loyal ism-even of upper-middling citizens-
began to be posted in the newspapers in close association with runaway slave 
advertisements. Runaway slaves had been viewed as the ultimate traitors in Virginia 
during the colonial period.91 Runaway slaves were viewed as cowardly and lazy for 
abandoning their jobs and their paternal masters. Blacks and slaves during this period 
were not viewed as human beings, but as property and were commonly compared to 
anima ls. Notices in the Virginia Gazelles revealing a slave's escape from a plantation 
followed a similar structure and format to advertisements citing stolen or strayed 
livestock.92 In colonial newspapers in the 1770s, advertisements and articles had no 
88 Purdie, Virgi11ia Gaze11e, June 2 1, 1776, 3. 
89 Purdie, Virgi11ia Gazelle, July 19, 1776, 4. 
90 Purdie, Virginie, Gazelle, November 8, 1776, 3. 
91 Alan Gilbert, Black Patriots and loyalists: Fighting/or £111a11cipatio11 in the War for 
Independence (Chicago: The University of Chicago J>ress. 2012), 124. 
92 Gil bert, Black PtJtriots and Loyalists, 127. 
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specific sections by theme. While they were arranged in an order that would fit together 
like a puzzle for publication purposes, from time to time the position of runaway slave 
advertisements in Virginia and Carol ina newspapers (as early as the 1740s) were used as 
politica l tools to bring shame to groups or people who were involved in di stasteful 
acti vities.93 Editors would systematically publish such stories surrounded by runaway 
slave advertisements in a blocked format, meaning that one or more runaway slave 
articles either touched or completely encircled the distasteful story in question. In normal 
issues of the Gazelles, nmaway advert isements were dispersed throughout the paper.94 In 
late 1776 and into 1777, in an attempt to disenfranchise loyal ists throughout the state, 
accusations of loyal ism began to be commonly published in a format surrounded by 
runaway slave notices. Alexander Purdies edition of the Gazelle, also known as Virginia 
Gazelle Ill, constantly published these advertisements together, where as John Dixon and 
Thomas Nicholson of Virginia Gazelle 1 and John Pinkney of Virginia Gazelle 11 
followed this practice most of the time. For example, on May 10, 1776, Purdie's Gazelle 
published an article accusing Patrick Murdoch of Charles County of loyal ism, label ing 
him a tra itor to his Virginia brethren. The article was on the first column of page one. 
Below the article was a notice from Richard Mitchell , informing readers that one of his 
mulallo slaves had fled his property after being severe ly whipped for a prev ious time he 
attempted to run away. On the right s ide of Murdoch's accusation of loyal ism were two 
articles citing horses that had been stolen from of property in Halifax and Charlotte.95 
93 James O'Neil Spady, "To Vie with One against Another: Race and Demand for 
Nonelite White Education in an Eightee111h-Century Colonial Society," £(lr/y Americ(ll1 Studies 
(Fall 201 1 ), 653. 
94 Spady, "To Vie with One against Another," 653. 
95 Purdie, Virgini(I Gazelle, May I 0, 1776, 3. 
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By publish ing these articles and advertisements next to each other, the Virginia 
Gazettes made a statement that loyalists should be despised on the same level as escaped 
blacks, mean ing that loyalists were coward ly, even to the extreme of not being human 
anymore. By the end of 1777, accusation articles in all three Gazettes that mentioned a 
specific loyalist fell victim to this practice. The ways in which these an icles were 
encircled by nmaway slave advertisements and aiticles about the loss of stolen livest0ck, 
the Virginia Gazelles displayed the loyalist transformation from human to beast, as 
though they had been stolen from their patriot fami lies by the British Empire. 
"° This is an example c iting the use of nmaway slave advertisements with loyalist 
accusations and denied accusation. This loyalist from Hanover County denied his involvement in 
Tory politics. The nmaway slave article on the right ofa sim ilar length and size, making the two 
appear as though the articles are meam 10 describe simi lar a s imilar story; Purdie, Virginia 
Gazelle, July 7, 1776, 4; image courtesy of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation and the 
Rockefeller Library. 
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This practice of using runaway slave advert isements in conjunction with loyal ist 
articles began in mid-1775, but became even more prominent in 1776. All three Gazelles 
practiced this trend; however, Purdie's Virginia Gazelle Ill was most likely to condemn 
loyalists in this fashion. Interestingly, Purdie had avoided this practice throughout 1775 
when he was editor of Virginia Gazelle 1. Not once did Purdie publish a loyalist 
accusation nex t to a runaway s lave advertisement in his final months with Gazelle J. 
However, when Purdie created Gazelle Ill (and accused Williamsburg loyalist Will iam 
Hunter became co-editor of Gazelle[), Purdie began (almost exclusively) to published 
such articles and runaway slave advertisements with each other.97 While there are no 
records that indicate why Purdie left Gazelle I, it is clear that by 1776 he felt great 
resentment towards loyalists especially-William Hunter. It is obvious that he used his 
Gazelle to be aggressive in his condemnation of Royal ism. In his time at Gazelle I, 
Will iam Hunter had den ied publ ic accusations of loyalism and also published nmaway 
slave ads next to loyal ist accusations.98 Hunter remained a closet loyalist throughout his 
time at Gazelle 1 and it is possible that he used this practice in order to conceal his true 
loyalties. While the motives of using runaway slave notices as a means of humiliation 
differed between ed itors, it was through the placement of these publications that the 
Virginia Gazelles embodied the epiwme of Virginia purity and excepti onal ism. The 
editors of the used the Virginia Gazelles as a platform to promote patriotism and 
embarrass those who dared support the crown. 
97 A few examples of this format can be found in the following: Dixon and Hunter, 
Virginia Gazelle, November 18, 1775, December 2, 1775; Purdie, Virginia Gazelle, 1776, May 
10, 1776, May 17, 1776, May 24, 1776, July 19, November 8, 1776, 
98 Coldham, Americcm Migra1ia11s 1765-/799, 571. 
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The end of 1776 ushered in another new era for the Virginia Gazettes. From 1776 
to the end of the newspaper's publ ication in 1780, the Gazettes instituted a new policy 
that lead to a series of quiet years. After prominent and lingering Virginia loyalists were 
dealt with through a series of attack advertisements in proximity to runaway slave 
notices, next the newspapers made a conscious decision to ignore any events that 
displayed loya lism in the state. After independence was declared, the newspaper began 
to lilter out stories of physical and verbal attacks on loyalists. A series of bloody events 
across the state never received a story, article, or publication in any of the Gazelles. Not 
only were loyalists not al lowed to express their politica l opinions in the Gc1ze11es, they 
now fell victim to injustices across the state that the newspaper refused to acknowledge, 
thus presenting to other states a fal)ade of a perfectly pure and patriotic Virginia, which 
advanced the idea ofexceptional ism. However, to those living around Williamsburg and 
Fredericksburg, the fa1yade published by the Gazettes did not reflect the loyalist problems 
Virginians still faced. 
The earliest of these events to be ignored by the newspapers occurred in late 
1776. Adam Allan, a prominent stocking manufacturer in Williamsburg, was caught 
engaging in loyal ist acti vities in Frcdcriksbcrg. Allan had been chosen to steal the great 
Seals and Crest of the Colony of Virginia and return them to England.99 The great Seals 
and Crest were used to stamp major governmental documents and licenses when Virgin ia 
was a colony. The theft of these seals was more symbolic than serious. Allan succeeded 
in stealing the Seals and Crest, but a few months later he was recognized outside of 
Fredericksburg. Allan was forcibly taken to the town square and there stripped naked to 
99 Coldham, A111erica11 Migra1io11s 1765-1799, 531. 
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the waist, tarred, feathered, and carted through the town upwards of two hours.100 Whal 
makes Adam Allan's story significant is not that he was the fi rst person to be tarred and 
feathered in Virgin ia; many had been. However, he was the first to undergo such 
inhumane treatment only to have it ignored by the Gazelles. Allan's fate in 
Fredericksburg is not mentioned in a single article or opinion piece in any of the three 
papers. The only evidence of the incident are documented in the post-war Loyalist 
Claims Records. It was in the Loyal ist Claims that Allan mentioned his tarring and 
feathering while asking for reimbursement from the Crown for furn iture, books, and 
clothing destroyed in Virginia before he joined the British Army. 
The Loyal ist Claims Records not only reveal Allan's violent run-in with patriots, 
but also stories of other men and women who were subjected to uncovered attacks up to 
the end of the Revolutionary War. The Gazelles also ignored the vast numbers of 
loyalists in the state who were imprisoned in the j ai l at Williamsburg for deserting the 
Continental Army or aiding the British Army as they traveled in the state. All of these 
incidents and many others were never recorded by the Virginia Gazelles, even though 
stories of attacks on loyal ists would have surely been a morale boost for local Whigs, as 
it had in other states. However, it appears that the Gazettes were so ded icated to the 
notion of Virgin ia's image of republican purity and exceptional ism more important than 
journalistic ethics, the truth, or even local Whig morale. 
During this period, only a handlu l of' notices were published in the newspapers 
dealing with Virgin ia's loyalists. All of them were not ices by the Virginia Assembly and 
100 Coldham, American Migr{llions 1765-1799, 588. 
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Governor Thomas Jefferson banishing loyalists from their homes and property. 101 None 
of these notices acknowledge any loyalists by name, but were used as a reason for the 
government to begin confiscating property through the state. 
While the Gazelles were a full proponent of Virginia exceptional ism by ignoring 
the hundreds of loya lists still left in Virginia, the newspaper found another method to 
foster and support Virginia's ideological leadership. From the beginn ing of the resistance 
in the 1760s up until the final publication of Virginia Gazelle I in Wi lliamsburg in 1780, 
the newspapers published stories of loya list problems in other colonies and states. The 
Gazelles publ ished alarming statistics about the "growing number" of loyal ists in other 
states, such as New York and greater New England. 102 Stories such as these were often 
front page news in the Virginia Gazelles. A September article in 1777 revealed how local 
Tories in Phi ladelphia supplied General Howe's army with food and provisions. The 
paper reported that some Tories had even joined Howe and served as his personal 
guards.103 Dixon and Hunter's Gazelle I published a series of articles in 1777 about Tory 
interactions with Native Americans in New York, cla iming that the loyalists had recruited 
Indians to attack communities in Long lsland.1°' Dixon and Nicholson published articles 
about the executions of loyalists in New Jersey, describing the condemned as "a 
desperate gang of murderers, refugees, and deserters from New York."1os Dixon and 
Nicholson also publ ished articles from Great Britain which praised Carolina loyal ists for 
101 For information on how sister colony Maryland deah wi1h loyalisis through the "Tory 
Act." sec Richard Ovcrlicld, "A Patriot Dilemma: The Treatment of Passive Loyalists and 
Neutrals in Revolutionary Maryland" Maryland lii.worical Magazine, Vol. 68, No.2. 
102 Clarkson and Davis. Virginia Gazelle, November 6, 1779, I. 
103 Purdie, Virginia Gazelle, September 19, 1777, 2. 
1°' Dixon and Hunter, Virginia Gazelle, July 25, 1777, 2. 
ios Dixon and Nicholson, Virginia Ga=e11e, February 26, 1779, 3. 
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murdering and pillaging patriot communities.106 By refusing to acknowledge the loyalist 
problems in Virginia and putting the problems of other states on their front page, the 
Virginia Gazettes made an unspoken political statement about the strength of Vi rginia's 
perceived pol itical purity and its rightful place as a leader of the cause. 
By publishing these stories and failing to recognize the loyalists in their own 
backyard, the Gazelles ultimately proclaimed that they were ideologically superior to 
other states in the country. From the Gazelles' perspective-or at least the one they 
publically drew-Virginia had no problem with renegade murders of loyalists or 
unlawful executions. Instead, the Gazelles made a spectacle out of the hardships in other 
parts of the country by publishing numerous stories about loyalism in other states. Al the 
same time, the Williamsburg columns which circulated in other American newspapers 
never mentioned the Tories of Virginia since they had no information about the issue 
from the reporting-or the local newspapers: the Gazelles. Instead, other states papers 
were full of discussions about Virginia's patriotic contributions toward the war. By 
refusing to acknowledge the loya list problems in Virginia and putting the problems of 
other states on their front page, the Virginia Gazelles made an unspoken political 
statement about the purity of Virginia to the Revolutionary cause and the strength of 
Virgin ia's leadership. 
Unfortunately, the Virginia Gazelles stopped publication in 1780. The last known 
issue of Virginia Gazelle II was published in December 9 , 1780 and there are no records 
that any more were printed after that date. 107 Virginia Gazelle I moved from 
Williamsburg to the new state capital a t Richmond in Apri l 1780 after being official ly 
106 Dixon and Nicholson, Virginia Gazcne, February 26, I 779. 1-2. 
10
' The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation. ·'The Virginia Gazcne By Da1c," (Accessed 
I 2/20 I 2) hnp://rcscarch. his wry .org/Di gica I Library/Vi rgi niaGazcnc/VGby Y car.cfm. 
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bought out by printer James Hayes.103 No issues of Gazette I are known to exist from 
1781 and Gazelles fl and ill were out of commission by 1780. There are no newspaper 
accounts available for several important Virginia events toward the end of the 
Revolution, including General Cornwall is's and Tarleton 's campaigns across the state 
and the 1781 Battle of Yorktown. While it is evident in the Loyalist Claims that many 
Virginia loyalists joined the British Army at Yorktown, it is impossible to know what the 
subscribers of Gazelle 1 were reading or if the newly purchased Gazelle was a full 
proponent of Virginia exceptional ism. Instead, the final editions of Williamsburg's 
Gazelle I and Gazelle Ill both reveal that even in the last days of the newspapers, 
Virgin ia exceptional ism was still at the forefront of the editors' priorities. Gazelle 1 
published stories of the victory of a Virginia regiment in Quebec, whi le the last readable 
issue of Gazelle ill praised Virginia native George Washington for his efforts in New 
York .t09 Loyalism in Virginia had not been mentioned in any newspaper since 1777. 
Virginia's treatment of loyal ists in the pages of the Virginia Gazelles is a direct 
reflection of the state's desire to proclaim its exceptionalism and its ability to lead. By 
humiliating loyal ists in the pages of the newspapers and ultimately ignoring their 
existence at al l, the Gazelles were a major contributing factor to this new patriotic 
ideology. While few sources reveal whether or not the citizens in other states tnily 
believed there were no loyalists in Virginia, the Gazelles made every attempt to prove 
that Virgin ia was a utopia of libeny. This process is revealed when one examines how all 
three newspapers changed from 1772 to 1780. From spirited political debates published 
108Virginia Historical Society. "The Hayes Family" The Virginia Magazine of History 
and Bioi'"aphy, Vol. 49, No. 3 (July, 1941), 283. 
09 One more issue of Virginia Gazelle 111 was published after August 19, 1780. 
However, the issue is dilapidated and unreadable; Dixon and Nicholson, Virginia Gazelle, April 
8, 1780, 2; Clarkson and Davis, Virginia Gazelle, August 19. 1780, I. 
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between Tories and patriots, to angry opposi tion, to refosing to publish loyalist opinions, 
and finally ignoring the ex istence of Tories at al l, the Gazelles were a major contributor 
to the rise of Virginia exceptional ism once reconciliation with Great Britain became 
impossible and revolution was inevitable. 
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CHAPTER IV 
JOIJN THE TORY: KING OF THE TRAITORS 
At the onset of the American Revolution, John Randolph was infamously the 
most ardent loyalist in the Williamsburg area. As a close friend of Lord Dunmore, 
anomey general for the colony, member of the House of Burgesses, and member of one 
of the exclusive First Fami lies of Virginia, Randolph held great economic, political, and 
social power in the capital. His associations and family heritage placed him under 
intense scrutiny by local Whigs. As the relationship between Great Brita in and the 
American colonies became strained throughout the early 1770s, John Randolph 
constantly called for reconciliation and neutral ity on both sides, hoping that the Virginia 
his family had helped to create wou ld remain a loyal dominion within the British Empire. 
As his local political reputation suffered because of his loyalist opinions, his life at home 
underwent similar difficulties. His brother Peyton and son Edmund became full 
proponents of America's right 10 liberty and eventually supported a complete separation 
with the Mother Country. While Peyton was the first man in America to be named a 
farherofrhecounrry following his untimely death in 1775, John's name had become 
synonymous with treachery and distain . This chapter argues that the life and family story 
of Williamsburg's most recognizable loya list serves as a case study of Virginia 
exceptional ism and the policy's effect on the loyalists of Williamsburg. From being one 
of the most popular politicians of his day 10 becoming the second-most hated man in 
Virginia, (after Lord Dunmore) John Randolph's fall from political grace reveals just 
how quickly the ideology of liberty transformed the capita l. Even though Randolph left 
Virginia a linle less than a year before Lee's Resolution in 1776, his memory and the 
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existence of other Tory members of his family were used as a platform for Virginia 
patriots to extinguish the loyalist problem in Williamsburg. Randolph's struggle in the 
capital and the tensions in his own family exemplified many of the problems suffered by 
other loyalists in Williamsburg and Virgin ia throughout the period. 
John Randolph was born in Virginia in 1727 to one of the most powerful fami lies 
in the colony and America. Randolph's fami ly had been in Virginia since the end of the 
English Civil War.110 The Randolph fami ly had been known as high loyalists because of 
their ardent service to Charles I. The fam ily became destitute following the execution of 
the King, which forced them to move to Virginia to escape intimidation and get a fresh 
start in life. Ever since their arrival in Williamsburg at the end of the Cromwell ian 
Protectorate, the Randolph family had remained loyal subjects of the King, with many 
Randolph men assuming important roles in both the British and Virginia governments. 
John 's father, Sir John Randolph, was one of the first students to receive an education at 
the Col lege of William and Mary and he earned a law degree from Gray's-Inn and 
Middle Temple in England. Sir John's pol itical career spanned from being elected as the 
attorney genera l for Virginia to being knighted in England in 1732 after he impressed 
British officials during negotiations about tobacco imports. He was also the patron of an 
Indian School at William and Mary and promoted the education of Native Americans 
across the colony. Upon his death in 1737, the Virginia Gazetre publ ished a series of 
aniclcs praising Sir John and his family for their service to the King and Virginia: 
His sufficiency and lntregrity, his strict Justice and Impartial ity, in the Discharge 
of his Offices, are above Commendation, and beyond all reasonable 
11° For more information on the Randolph Family. sec also John J. Reardon, Edmund 
Randolph: A Biography (New York: Macmilllan Publishing Company, 1974); Emory G. Evans, A 
Topping People: The Rise and Decline of Virginia 's Old Polirical £/ire. 1680-1790 
(Charlonesville: University of Virginia Press, 2009). 
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Contradiction. Many of us may deplore a private F'riend; but what I think all out 
to lament, is the loss of a publick F'riend; a Affertor of the just Rights and natural 
Liberties of Mankind; an Enemy to Oppression; a Support to the Distressed; and a 
Protector of the Poor and indigent .... In short, he always pursued the Public 
Good. 111 
John Randolph and his siblings grew up in a community where their father and family 
lineage were venerated by local citizens, pol iticians, and even the royal family in Great 
Britain for the family's strict political policies on social welfare and their unwavering 
support of the government. While Sir John died when John was only ten years old, there 
is little doubt that he was raised in the shadow of his family legacy, prompting him to 
become an ardent loyal ist in adulthood and an activist for governmental influence in. 
colonial life. 
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After his father's death, John Randolph auempted to follow in Sir John's 
footsteps. Like their father, John Randolph, along with his elder brother Peyton, were 
educated at William and Mary before receiving their law degrees from the Inns of Court 
and Middle Temple in London. As was expected of him by his family and community, 
John Randolph dedicated his life to politics and the law. The Randolph fami ly of the 
1750s and 1760s was idea listic and close-knit. Peyton played big brother to John, even in 
early adulthood, by introducing John 10 the political leaders in Williamsburg and 
enabling John to run for public onices.113 In 1751, John married Ariana Jennings, the 
daughter of Edmund Jennings, the attorney general of Maryland. This gave John an even 
stronger political reputation and status in the middle colonies. The couple had two 
daughters, Ariana and Susannah, and one son, Edmund, who all grew up in Williamsburg 
with the Duke of Gloucester Street as their playground. 
While John and Edmund had a close relationship throughout Edmund's 
childhood, Edmund's uncle Peyton also served as an important role model in young 
Edmund's upbringing. When his sisters bothered him or he wanted to play outside of his 
home, Edmund wou ld stay with Peyton and his wife Elizabeth, who had no chi ldren and 
eagerly awaited the times when Edmund's visits. Edmund idolized his uncle and there is 
little doubt that his future stance as a patriot was determined in part by his relationship 
with Pcyton.114 The Randolph fam ily epitomized what it meant to be an elite fam ily in 
Williamsburg. Both Peyton and John were wea lthy, while their involvement in politics 
also made them important figures in Williamsburg society. To the people of 
Wil liamsburg and friends of the Randolphs, John and Peyton were close family men who 
Ill Reardon, Edmund Randolph, 5. 
' " Reardon, Edmund Randolph, 6. 
were dedicated to each other and the preservation of thei r family 's polilical power and 
social prestige. 
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In 175 1, John was elected to the Common Counci l in Williamsburg before 
becoming a burgess for the College of William and Mary, mayor of Wil liamsburg, and 
then a burgess for Lunenburg County.115 In 1768, John was appointed to the most 
important political office of his career when Captain Anderson received permission from 
the King to elect Randolph as the attorney general for Virginia, succeeding his brother 
Peyton who had accepted the speakership of the colony's House of Burgesses.116 As 
attorney general, John was popular in Williamsburg for his service to the government and 
the community and frequently received praise in the Virginia Gazelle I for his loyalty and 
dedication to the colony. Through the eyes of the Virginia Gazelles and to the citizens of 
Williamsburg, John and Peyton had carried on the Randolph tradition of community 
service and had both inherited their father's charisma and popularity. Even after a young 
Patrick Henry took his attorney's examination before John in 1760, a test they John had 
at first refused to give Henry because he did not believe Henry qualified to become a 
successfu l lawyer, Henry still revered John. Henry described Randolph as a man who 
was "a gentleman of the courtly elegance of person and manners, a polished wit, and a 
profound lawyer."117 
However, while John and Peyton were both revered in Williamsburg, the 
aftermath of the Seven Years War had a great impact on the Randolph family. Peyton, 
who had in the 1750s defied the orders of Royal Governor Roben Dinwiddie and left 
llS Hunter, Virginia Gazelle. December OS, 175 I, Page 3; Purdie and Dixon, Virginia 
Gazelle, November 29, 1770, 2; Purdie and Dixon, Virginia Gazelle, May, 05. 1774, 2. 
116 Purdie and Dixon, Virginia Gazelle, June 11, 1767, 2. 
117 Patrick Henry as quoted in William Wirt, Ske1ches ofihe life and Clwrac/er of 
Pc11rick 1/emy (Philadelphia: James Webster, Printer, 1817), 16. 
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Williamsburg for London to meet with Parliament over fees regarding land patents, was 
once again up in arms with the government in Great Britain when the Stamp Act was 
imposed in 1765. Peyton was chosen by the House of Burgesses to pen a series of 
protests to the King and Parliament over the excessive taxes on the colonies. His letters 
cri ticized the Briti sh government for unlawfully taxing the American colonies.118 
Throughout the 1760s, John remained a loyal government service whi le Peyton publically 
criticized British intervention in the colonies after the Seven Years War. Despite this, the 
brothers maintained a close relationship with each other and other first families in 
Williamsburg regardless of widening differences in political ideology that were 
beginn ing to spread across the colony. From 1770 to 1774, even with political tensions 
on the rise, John had parties and dinners at his home in Williamsburg for Peyton and 
other rising patriots such as Thomas Jefferson, Richard Henry Lee, George Washington, 
and Patrick Henry. 119 
As the 1770s progressed, the political strains on the Randolph fami ly threatened 
to tear John and Peyton's relationship completely apart. In March 1773, John angered his 
brother Peyton and son Edmund when gossip in Wil liamsburg revealed that John had 
traitorously in formed Lord Dunmore that the House of Burgesses was planning to 
commission a colony-wide boycott against British goods in response to the Townshend 
Acts and Parliament's response to the Gaspee Affair in Rhode Island. In retaliation for 
John's actions, Peyton called for loclll burgesses such as George Wythe, Thomas 
JelTcrson, Richard Henry Lee, and Patrick Henry to meet at the Raleigh Tavern in 
Williamsburg 10 discuss the boycou further, completely disregard ing Lord Dunmore 's 
118 Reardon, Ed1111111d Randolph, 11. 
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wishes.120 With John labeled a traitor throughout Williamsburg and Peyton leading local 
patriots in private meetings against the royal government, it was apparent that the 
Randolph family had fractured politically and at home. 
In 1774, Governor Dunmore dissolved the Virginia House of Burgesses because 
of its members' anti-British action. Peyton Randolph and a large number of burgesses 
continued to meet in secret and some even made it appear as if Virginia was ready to 
leave the British Empire. This made John and other loyalists in Williamsburg 
exceedingly nervous. The fol lowing year, a loyalist pamphlet was publ ished in an effort 
to calm and politically neutralize the citizens of Williamsburg, begging them not to 
follow in the footsteps of the "meddlesome" Bostonians in Massachuseus. 121 
Considerations on the Present S1ate of Virginia was published by an anonymous citizen 
in 1775. However, historians have allributed the pamphlet to John Randolph, as the 
author claimed to have since been in attendance at one or more courts of the colony and a 
burgess, narrowing the possible authors down to John and Peyton Randolph. 122 In this 
pamphlet, John Randolph explained and defended the reasoning behind loyalism, with 
the false hope that anonymity would protect him from the violent backlash many loyalists 
in Williamsburg had faced by this point The pamphlet is the best-known example of 
what loyalists in Williamsburg and Virginia thought about the active resistance 
movement in New England and why they wanted Virginia to remain in the British 
"
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Empi re. Consideralions on 1he Presen1 S1a1e of Virginia has simi lar themes to those 
preached by Professor Samuel Henley of Will iam and Mary and reclor of Brutan Parish 
Church. Both men urged neutra lity and nol obstrucling God's will as reasons for staying 
out of the imperial problems caused by olher colonies.123 Consideralions begins with 
Randolph explaining how ded icated he was to Virginia, citing his education in the 
colony, involvement in the community, and the long service to the colony by his fam ily. 
By revealing how important the greater good of the colony was to him and his 
anonymous fami ly, Randolph claimed that the betterment and safety of Virginia and its 
citizens was the only motive behind his loyalist ideology. 
The maj or thrust of Consideralions is John's plea to the colony that Virginia not 
become the next Massachusetts or Rhode Island. John contended that all of the problems 
caused by both of these colonies, citing the Boston Tea Party and the Gaspee Affair, were 
products of the false notion of"patriotism." He argued that no patriot in any of the 
colonies understood the true meaning of the term they claimed for themselves. 
I have frequently heard the Term Patriotism mentioned. I had the Van ity 
to suppose that I knew its Import ; but, ifl am to judge from what I have 
seen in those who are said to possess it, I fear that I was very much 
mistaken. I can by no Means demonstrate a Man a Patriot because he 
enjoys the Acclamations of the People ... The nuctuating State of 
Patriotism must be known to every One who has looked, in the sl ighlest 
Manner, into Events of this Kind. The Minion is idolized to-day; to-
morrow he may be execrated ... Those who are running the Race of 
Popularity, whilst they are the greatest Sticklers for the Liberty of others, 
arc themselves the most abject S laves in Pol itics.12' 
123 See the sermons of Samuel Hen ley 10 the House of Burgesses: Samuel Henley, The 
Distinct Claims o/Governme111011d Religio11. Considered in a Ser111011 Preached Before the 
llo1111011rable House of Burgesses, 01 l·flilliamsburg. in Virginia. March I. 1772 (Cambridge: 
Printed for J. Woodycr, and Messieurs Davies and Elmslcy in London, 1772). 
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To Randolph, true patriotism should not be ascribed to the New England upstans, but was 
only a term that should on ly be used to describe those who remained calm, level-headed, 
and patient with Great Britain through their disagreement over taxation. Patriots were 
supposed to be subjects who-Randolph insists-were friends of the country and not 
those who attempted to tear society apart. Instead of heroes who should be revered, the 
patriots in Boston and those who had attacked the HMS Gaspee were men who were 
obsessed with their own popularity and caused trouble for the sake of their own egos. 
Randolph contends that "the populous, from Freak, or Interest, are ever ready to elevate 
their Leader to the Pinnacle of Fame; and Experience informs us, that they are as ready to 
pull him down," in the hopes that those who were active in Rhode lsland and Boston 
wou ld soon be torn from their public and influential pedestals.125 Their actions were not 
aimed at the betterment of the colonies, but instead were a destructive attempt at fame 
that would force America into a war if a majority of colonists were fooled by the false 
anger patriots harbored toward the King and Parliamenl. Randolph insisted that for the 
better part of the last two centuries, England had protected America by sending constant 
military aid and opening wider trade to the colonies. England fought a series of wars, 
Randolph believed, to preserve to colonies from French and Indian attacks in the 
backcountry. To Randolph, if Great Britain had been an excellent mother, then why were 
her children so easily tricked into a false notion of patriotism?126 
In one section of Considerations, Randolph makes a valid argument against the 
Bostonians who were involved with the Tea Party by expressing his confusion as to why 
the event happened in the first place. The Tea Party had been a direct result of the Tea 
"' Randolph, Considermions 011 the Prese111 Swte of Virginia. 
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Act, wh ich allowed the East Ind ia Company to skirt the Navigation Acts provision that 
the tea be taxed in England before it went to the Colonies. This was meant to allow the 
company to sell its surplus of tea cheaply in America.'27 Randolph argues that the tea 
the colonies received from the East India Company was actually "much cheaper" than the 
Dutch tea that had previously been importcd.128 Randolph was dumbfounded by the Tea 
Party, asking why anyone would throw the cheapest tea in the world overboard and why 
cheaper products would be grounds for American-wide outrage, an act that his brother 
Peyton had once defended in the Virginia Gazelles. Once again, Randolph points to fame 
and popularity as the reason beh ind the Tea Party. He made a similar claim for the 
Gaspee Affair, asking why a group of Rhode Island men would attack a British vessel 
and why every citizen in Warwick, Rhode Island wou ld deny they saw the incident and 
refuse to tum the patriots in to the British government for the proper punishment. 
Randolph asks another important question that weighted on the minds of loyal ist 
contributors to the Virginia Gazelles. Why wou ld some colon ists open ly attack England? 
Randolph claims that "had a Frenchman, the avowed Enemy of our Country, imported 
Tea into Boston, he would have met with no Molestation."129 However, since the ships 
had been sent by the East India Company, "who were also Bri tish subjects," they were 
denied the privilege of sel ling their tea, open ly humiliated by the incident, and had lost 
large sums of money when entering a "friendly" territory. 130 By throwing the tea into 
Boston Harbor, the patriots involved were no better than the enemy French who lurked in 
the shadows, waiting for an oppornmity to attack Great Britain as soon as the Empire 
127 This also mea111 that the colonists would pay the Townshend Duty on 1hc tea-
something they were boycotting at the time. 
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turned its back. The patriots involved were not heroes, said Randolph, but traitors to their 
country and British heritage. Randolph clai111s that a war with Great Britain, if that was 
truly what the patriots wanted, would be a qu ick and bloody rout because of the strength, 
power, and size of the British Army and Navy. Randolph warned that the patriots would 
also stall a civil war with in the colonies, forcing loyalists and patriots to fight against 
each other and their own fam ilies. 
Considerations concludes with Randolph's state111ent that he understood that 
Britain had made several political 111istakes in the past decade, citing the different acts 
which had rightl y annoyed many colonists. Randolph agreed that God, as well as Natural 
Law and the Rights of Man, gave everyone the ability, the will, and the right to question 
authority. However, with the power to question the King and Parliament also came the 
great responsibil ity to remain level-headed and understand that God's will was always at 
work, regardless of the strained relationship between A111erica and the British E111pire. 
"Libe11y is our Prayer: God grant that we may obtain it," John concluded, sign ing the 
docu111ent as a devoted servant to the welfare of his country. 131 
The impo11ance of the pamphlet is the manner in wh ich it was written. It is 
apparent throughout the document that John was warn ing his friends and fa111 ily of what 
was to co111e if they decided to follow in the footsteps of the radical resisters in Boston 
and Rhode Island. It was his desperate atte111pt to preach neutra lity. In his own fami ly, 
John already had felt the repercussions of an i111minent civil war with his own brother, 
Peyton. John's goal was to re111ind his countrymen of what a true patriot real ly was, why 
the Bostonians and Rhode Islanders were wrong in their actions, and the misery that 
would ensue throughout Virgin ia if the colony did not remain neutral and objective. 
131 Randolph. Considerations on the Present Stc,te of Virgi11ia. 
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While the pamphlet is extremely critical of the patriots in New England, Randolph never 
scorns those who have taken patriotic stances in Williamsburg or Virginia. Instead, 
Randolph extended an olive branch to the burgesses who supponed the need for a 
Continental Congress. It is apparent that John wanted his fellow burgesses as well as his 
kinsmen to change their minds in order to prevent the senseless suffering that would 
occur if Virginia's patriots did not modify their actions. Considerations professes the 
same worrisome undenones written by the loyalist contributors of the Gazelles and the 
loyalist professors at William and Mary. Considerations encompasses the loyal ist's 
reservation to join the patri ot cause against the British by why loyalism was religiously 
and politically superior to the false patriotism argued for in the Virgini<, Gazelles. 
Soon after the publications of Considerations, a patriot response to the work was 
published not only in pamphlet form but also in the Virginia Gazelles, giving it a much 
wider readership than Randolph's original pamphlet. Considerations on the Present State 
of Virginia Examined was published later that year by Robert Carter Nicholas who, while 
not a leading patriot voice in Williamsburg, was a close friend of Peyton's and critical of 
the loyalists' lack of resolve and their will ingness to defend themselves against British 
oppression. Nicholas originally published his pamphlet as an anonymous work. 
However, a copy owned by Thomas Jefferson has Nicholas's name written in Jefferson's 
hand under the title page. m In Considerations Examined, Nicholas directly attacks the 
anonymous author of Considerations on the Present State of Virginia, who Nicholas 
claims is John Randolph, and his loyalist followers in Williamsburg. Nicholas argues 
that Randolph 's little Performance was not an attempt to serve his community as a 
Ill Earl Gregg Swem, Co11siderarions 011 rhe Prese/11 State of Virgi11ia Co11sideratio11s 011 
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devoted servant, but an attempt to shield Virginia from the real problems facing the other 
colonies and to argue 1ha1 !he King under God's Jaw can do no wrong. m Nicholas 
contradicts almost every point made by Randolph in Considerations by revea ling that the 
British government viewed the American colonies as sordid s1epchildren and 1rea1ed not 
only Massachusetts and Rhode Island with disaffection bul Virginia as well, arguing how 
the 1ax acts had gravely damaged the colony's economy.
134 
According 10 Nicholas, true men and patriots were not only supposed 10 be loyal 
to their government, but to care for !he well-being of1heir homes, families, lives, and 
communities. By forcing illegal 1axes on colonis1s and interfering in the colonists' 
everyday Jives, Great Britain had brought rebellion on itself. The men, like !hose in 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, who defended their right 10 liberty were heroes who 
fought for the betterment of 1heir societies. Just as Consideration on the Present State of 
Virginia was a warning by John Randolph abou1 whal a war wilh Greal Bri1ain would do 
to Virginia's homes and communities, Nicholas's Considerations Examined also gives a 
harsh warn ing to Virginians. Nicholas cau1ions tha1 if Virginians did not also fighl back 
against 1he Brilish governmen1, 1hey would become no beuer than an abused servant in 
1he eyes of the King and Parliament. ii is important to note tha1 Nicholas was not calling 
for a war wi1h Great Britain or even independence, bu1 for reconci liation on 1he colonies' 
terms and conditions, not Parliament's. In fact, Nicholas con1ends that he "cheerli.tlly 
accord with 1he Au1hor's wishes, 1ha1 America be restored 10 1he same Si1ua1ion in which 
it was," before the Seven Years War. 135 The best outcome for America would be 10 
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"burry in eterna l Oblivion; that a perfect Reconciliation and inviolable Friendship may be 
established," with the mother country again.136 However, their action and constant 
neutrality that Randolph and his loyal ist fol lowers urged should be considered treachery 
according to N icholas and if nothing else, loyal ists should be openly criti cized for their 
unwillingness to support the cause oflibcrty and their Jack of honor 10 protect what was 
rightfully theirs. 137 
Considerations on the Present State of Virginia and the patriot reaction to the 
pamphlet almost completely destroyed the John's reputation in Williamsburg and in the 
rest of the colony. By publishing a work that was easily traced back to him, John broke 
all attachments between himself and the patriot members of his family as well as the rest 
of Williamsburg society. While it was easy 10 recognize before the publication of 
Considerations that John was a Tory, the publication of the work made him the 
ringleader of loyalists in the capital. To those who lived in Williamsburg, John 's 
pamphlet was more "reactionary" than any of the events that had taken place in 
Massachusetts or Rhode lsland.138 John made it clear in Considerations that he stood for 
the old order, wh ile men like his brother and son were beginning to push for a new one. 
John and the small population of loyalists in Williamsburg were now considered 
despicable and quickly became the most hated characters in the region.139 
While John Randolph was revered by his fellow loyal ists for his willingness to 
defend the King, Lord Dunmore, and Parliament through the publ ication of 
Considerations, patriots in Williamsburg went further than Nicholas's publication to 
136 Nicholas, Co11sider01io11s 011 the Prese11t State of Virginie, Exo111i11ed. 
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discredit John and his followers. While John had become the leading figurehead for 
loyalists in the city and the rest of the colony, he also became the main target of abuse in 
publ ications and in person. The Virginit, Gazelles published multiple articles assaulting 
John's character and by proxy, all of the loya lists of Williamsburg. One of the most 
famous attack articles against Randolph was published in July 1775 after being submitted 
by a group of"several volunteers" and "well-wishers" of America. In an open letter 
addressed to "J--n R-----ph ," patriots did their best to defame Randolph and his 
character.140 
Your very idea, like an unskillful actor, is enough to excite the aversion of 
the audience; and you will be hissed off the stage with that demerit you 
deserve. The late passages of your life are so piti ful that the most 
ingenious auempt to ascribe something to your advantage would prove 
ineffectua l. To unfold the dark secrets of your diary, or to descant upon 
so bare and unembellished a theme, wou ld disgrace the beauties of 
oratory, since silence best indicates disdain; and to expatiate upon your 
foibles in a norid harangue is too civil a compliment for your character ... 
. Your dependence on L--D D-----e [Lord Dunmore] has indeed promoted 
your own disgrace, bul it has not added to your interest. 1 fit has enriched 
you in imagination, it has robbed you in good earnest; if it has led you to 
the shadow, it has lost you the certainly.141 
The a,1icle suggests 1ha1 Randolph immediately evacuate Will iamsburg to some other 
" remote corner of the globe" far away from the people he has so gravely "injured." 142 
By I 775, the courtly gentleman when Patrick Henry had once described was long 
forgouen by the patriots in Wi lliamsburg. Once blood had been spi lled al Lexington and 
Concord in April I 775, John, his wife Ariana, and his two daughters Susanna and Ariana 
became the subject of public abuse throughout that summer- no loyalists wou ld be 
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tolerated now. The loyalist claim made by his wife after the war described their 
treatment as "degradable," "embarrassing," and "hurtfu l." 143 The people who had once 
revered John as a hero in the community for his public service were so sickened by his 
defense of Great Britain and his betrayal of his patriot family that the Whigs did 
everything possible to intimidate him into leaving, even making a public spectacle of his 
wi fc and daughters. The downfall of all loyalist merchants, politicians, and proprietors, 
who had once held at least begrudging the respect of their Whig neighbors was 
foreshadowed by the end of John 's political career in 1775. 
By mid-1775, the Randolph family was in extreme flux, both politically and 
socially. While Considerations was circulating through Williamsburg and John's 
reputation crumbled into oblivion, Peyton had already served as president of the First 
Continental Congress, risking his life for the patriotic cause after being added to a rebel 
execution list created by General Thomas Gage. Edmund had followed in his uncle's 
footsteps by strongly denying any political associations with his father John and 
frequently targeting Tory antics in his leners to TI1omas Jefferson and Richard Henry 
Lee, Edmund was able to create an impressive enough patriot reputation that he was 
appointed one of General George Washington's aides-de-camp in 1775.
144 
With his 
brother and son not only supporting the patriotic cause but taking prominent roles in the 
Continental Army and in Congress, John appeared as an even bigger traitor 10 the 
American cause. As the threats became too much to bear and with his family's lives in 
danger, John believed he had no choice but to leave Williamsburg and move with his 
wife and daughters to England. In the same issue of the Virginia Gazelle/ that published 
141 Coldham, American Migralions I 765-1799, 590. 
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an article on Edmund's appointment as aide-de-camp, John Randolph penned his fina l 
publication for the newspaper, announcing that he and his fami ly were leaving the 
colonies. John's decision to leave Virginia had not been an easy one, especially since it 
meant an official end to the closeness of the Randolph family. Leaving his patriot brother 
and son in America was extremely difficult and it is apparent in his later letters that John 
felt a sense of failure at having done so. However, he never gave up hope that he would 
one day return to his fami ly and home and that the relationship between Great Bri tain and 
American, as well as his family ties, would be restored. Once he had left Virginia, it 
appeared that Randolph (was despised by most) in the state. Interestingly, it was rumored 
in Williamsburg that Randolph, his fam ily, and Lord Dunmore were on the same ship 
leaving for England. When word spread that Dunmore might send the ship to Mount 
Vernon to seize Martha Wash ington, Lund Washington wrote George, "Surely her old 
acquaintance, the Attorney, who with his family is on board his ship, wou ld prevent his 
doing any act of that kind." 145 Thus, John's earlier perceived character was on ly held in 
seemingly high regard by a few old friends who were steadi ly losing faith in him. 
As the American Revolution progressed, John received unwelcome news from his 
cousin Thomas Jefferson, the on ly person in America with whom John remained in 
contact. John had left with his family in September 1776. Peyton Randolph died less 
than a month afterwards, putting to rest any hope that he and his brother wou ld ever 
reconcile their difTerences and piece their once happy family back together. Jefferson 
also added that Virginia was in complete unrest as Lord Dunmore attempted to burn the 
town of Hampton, which had harbored a large patriot population. Jefferson's letler, sent 
"
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from Philadelphia in November 1775, proved to John that the idyllic Virginia and family 
he had once known was official gone.146 
John's suffering was much in line with his family history. The Randolphs, who 
had fought for the king's right to rule during the English Civil War, became destitute 
during Cromwell's reign, which forced them to leave for Virginia. By 1776, John and his 
immediate fam ily fell into simi lar circumstances. By leaving his home, patriot family, 
and land in Williamsburg, John, his daughters and wife fell into poverty- all in the name 
of the king and John's ardent support of the British govemment. 147 The life John faced 
when his fam ily arrived in England was paralleled to many of the loyalists who had also 
fled. Most loyal ists of Williamsburg who left their lives as upper-middling or el ite 
citizens for a life of destitution and sometimes imprisonment, with li11le hope for a 
financia l recovery. John did his best to mend his family while in England. John's 
youngest daughter Susannah married the second most prominent loyalist from 
Will iamsburg, John Randolph Grymes, in mid-1776 after they met as exiles in England. 
Grymes was the son of Philip Grymes, the Receiver-General and Privy Councilor of 
Virginia, making John Grymes another prominent Virginian who was forced to leave due 
to his fami ly's dedication to the British Crown.148 Grymes had been an avid supporter of 
Randolph throughout their years in Williamsburg and had also been the subject of much 
scrutiny in the Virginia Gazelles.149 Before leaving Virginia, Grymes had openly 
criticized the Continental Congress, calling all of those involved, especially the delegates 
• " 6 Julian P. Boyd, The Papers oJThomas Jefferson, Volume I, 1760-1776 (Prince1on: 
Princeton University Press, 1950), 268-269. 
'" Coldham, Americ(J11 Migrations /765-1799, 714. 
148 Coldham, AmeriC(Jn Migrations 1765-1799, 714. 
149 Coldham, American Migrations 1765-1799, 7 14. 
from Virginia, nothing more than a group of"rascals."150 Afier his sentiments were 
published in the Gazelle Ill, Grymes was also forced to leave Virginia on the threat of 
imprisonment for his statements. 151 The once close brother and sister, Edmund and 
Susannah Randolph (who had still sent each other letters after Susannah left with her 
father) became estranged due 10 Edmund's outrage over the marriage to the prominent 
loyalist. 
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As John's family grew and he attempted to rise out of financial distress, John 
kept-up-to-date on events of the American Revolution through his cousin Thomas 
Jefferson. Despite their political differences and the seventeen-year age gap between the 
two, Jefferson and Randolph shared a very i11timate friendship in Wi lliamsburg and aner 
Randolph moved 10 England. The pair had held such a close friendship that in 1771 
Jefferson signed that ifhe were 10 die before Randolph that John would get £800 worth of 
Jefferson 's already extensive library. Randolph wrote out a similar will that same year, 
leaving his violin, music, and his collections and library to Jefferson.152 
In his correspondence with Thomas Jefferson, it is apparent that at the end of 
1775 John honestly believed that the war would end in reconcil iation. Jnterestingly, in a 
leuer dated November 29, 1775, Thomas Jefferson did his best to soothe his cousin's 
worries by promising that he also prayed for reconciliation only after saying that "the 
sceptered tyrant will know we are not mere brutes, to crouch under his hand and kiss the 
rod with wh ich he deigns 10 scourge us." 153 Even though it appears that Jefferson was 
exceedingly frustrated with his cousin, John, Jefferson still did his best to give Randolph 
"" Coldham, American Migrations 1765-1799. 714. 
151 Purdie, Virginia Gazcue, July 5 1776, 2. 
152 Mackall, A le11erfro1111he Virginia loyalist John Randolph m Thomc,s Jefferson. 8. 
153 Thomas Jefferson to John Randolph, Augus1 25, 1775, Boyd, The Papers of Thomas 
Jefferson, Volume I, 1760-1776, 270. 
the hope that England and America's relationship would one day be restored and John 
could come back to his home in Williamsburg. 
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In an attempt to keep John's spirits up, Jefferson wrote that he had sent some 
people to John 's home to collect some oflhe items the Randolph family was forced to 
leave behind, insisting that the violin John had once left in his will for Jefferson was in 
safe keeping at Monticello and away from angry mobs.154 In the September 1776 letler 
where Jefferson reported Peyton's death, Jefferson reveals his own sadness at the bloody 
campaign in Massachusetts. Jefferson also wrote that he prayed for a quick reconciliation 
that would bring Americans, both Tory and patriot back into a peaceful relationship. In 
more auempts to case John's mind, Jefferson mentioned the health and success of 
Edmund in his duties with Washington and wished John and his "girls" good health and 
better conditions in England.';; 
Randolph's and Jefferson's letters in 1775 made it appear as though while the two 
were of completely different political ideologies they still did their best to mainta in their 
relationsh ip. However, as the Revolutionary War hit its final years, the strength of 
Virginia's republican purity and exceptionalism can easily be witnessed in the final 
correspondence between the cousins. The last known lctler from Thomas Jefferson to 
John Randolph was written at the end of 1775. The once-close cousins who had kept in 
contact throughout their youth and adult lives began to grow apart with the Revolution. 
In October 1779 John wrote his final letter to Thomas Jefferson, Randolph apparently felt 
"' Thomas Jefferson to John Randolph, August 25, 1775, Boyd, The Papers of Thomas 
Jefferson, Volume I, I 760-1776, 242. 
ll5 Thomas Jefferson 10 John Randolph, November 29, I 775, Boyd. The Pt,pers of 
Tho11ws Jefferson, Volume I, 1760-1776, 269-270. 
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the need to expla in why loyalism had been so important to him that he thought it worth 
breaking the familial bonds with his brother and son: 
I read with avid ity every thing which was publish'd on the subject, and I 
put my own T houghts in Writing, that I might see how they wou'd stand 
on Paper. I found myself embarrass'd by a thousand Considerations, 
acting in direct opposition to each other. In this Si tuation I had no 
Resource left but to submit myself Soley to the D ictates ofmy Reason. 
To that impartia l Tribunal I appcal'd. There I reciev'd Satisfaction; and 
from her Decision, I a111 determin'd never to depart.156 
By 1775, John felt as though his beliefs and actions forced him to abandon his son, 
brother, and the colon ies. The reactions of people who looked at his c lose relationship 
with Lord Dunmore and their outrage against his Considerations on the Present State of 
Virginia 111ade hi111 feel as though he could never tum his back on loyalis111. Once he had 
made his decision to support the Crown, it was his duty to be the leader that the loyalists 
of Willia111sburg had wanted him to be. 
John's last letter to Jefferson is filled with reflection and disbelief as to why his 
life had co111e to this point, suffering in England with his family torn apart. Randolph 
was gravely hurt by the treatment the unruly and lower-sort patriots had afforded hi111 and 
his fami ly: 
The Insults I reciev'd from a People, unrestrain'd by the Influence of 
Gentlemen of Rank gave me 111uch Uneasiness: But, the unmanly and 
illiberal Treatment, wh ich the more delicate Part ofmy Family met with, I 
confess, fill 'd me with the highest Rescntment.157 
By 1779, John 's hope of ever seeing Virgin ia again had vanished. The hope he had once 
held had tumed into resentment, regret, and a sense of confusion. John made one fina l 
"" Boyd, The Papers o/Tltomas Jefferson, 3: I t6. 
,s, John Randolph 10 Thomas Jefferson. October 25, 1779, Boyd, Tlte Papers o/Tltomas 
Je.D'er.wm, Volume 111, 1779-1780, I 16. 
plea to his cousin and long time friend. "Wou'd it not be prudent, to rescind your 
declaration of Independence, be happily reun ited with your ancient and natural 
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friend?" 118 In the end, John thanked Jefferson for his friendship, whereas all of the others 
he once knew in Virginia had long forgotten him or wished him ill. It is clear in his letter 
that John felt as though he was completely isolated and alone, with on ly poverty, his 
daughters, and wife to accompany him. The man who had been one of the most famous 
and loved men in Virginia was now only a distant and hated memory. 
John's final letter to Jefferson in 1779 was never opened. Instead, it was found 
sealed among the papers of Sir Edward Walpole in 1840, whose fam ily had been close to 
Jefferson during the Revolution, along with an assortment of Jefferson's letters and 
documcnts.159 While it is unclear if Jefferson never received the letter or ifhe refused 10 
open it, it is interesting to note that while governor in 1779 Jefferson signed the Loya list 
Banishment Act, wh ich was published in Virginia Gazelles I and Ill. Jefferson had not 
written to Randolph since 1775, on ly a few months before Richard Henry Lee proposed 
independence to the Virginia Convention and ushering in the era of republican purity and 
Virginia exceptional ism. Jellerson who had once held a close relationsh ip with Randolph 
clearly did not want to maintain that relationship during the war. This is certainly due 10 
Randolph's Tory politics and Jefferson's patriot fame after his authorsh ip of the 
Declaration of Independence. The Whig side of the Randolph family-including 
Edmund Randolph and Thomas Jefferson- knew that their association with "John the 
Tory" did not coincide with Virginia exceptionalism. Thus, both Edmund and Jefferson 
" 8 John Randolph to Thomas Jefferson, October 25, 1779, Boyd. The Papers o/Thomas 
Jefferson, 3, 121. 
' 59 John Randolph to Thomas Jefferson, October 25, 1779 Boyd, The Papers o.(Thomos 
Jef!erso11, 3, 121. 
broke off contact with John Randolph, proving that Virginia's right to lead the United 
States in the Revolution was more important than fami ly. 
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John died in Brampton, England in January 1784. His long-estranged son 
Edmund mourned upon hearing news of his father's death and urged his mother to return 
to Virginia, where she could live with him and his wife Betsy and escape the financial 
burdens she faced in England. Ariana Randolph refused. She cited her treatment by the 
people of Wi lliamsburg and the shame she had faced for her husband's decisions.160 
While Ariana never returned to her former home, John's final wishes of his return to 
Virginia came true. John Randolph's will stated that he wished to be buried in 
Williamsburg, near the chapel at William and Mary. He wanted to rest in peace in the 
land he truly called home. Edmund made al l of the necessary arrangements and paid his 
final respects to John in December 1784.161 Just as John had mourned the loss of his 
brother Peyton and that they never found the opportunity to reconcile in life, Edmund had 
not seen his father in almost eight years and never reached the mutual understanding that 
he had hoped for as well. 
The experience of John Randolph and his family is a close representation of the 
experience of many loya lists in Williamsburg and Virginia . Like John, many of the 
Wil liamsburg loyalists were prominent pol iticians, merchants, and lawyers, all of whom 
had once been respected in society for their public service and upstanding lives. While 
Virginia's exceptional ism was not born until a few months after Randolph 's departure, 
his story and experiences are important to the ideology of exceptional ism and how the 
reputation of loya lists shifted from community friends to enemies of the state. His 
160 Coldham, American Mign,tions /765-1799. 714. 
161 Reardon, £d1111111d Randolph, 74. 
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relationship with his brother, son, and cousin were all forfeited so that the Whig members 
of Randolph's family could follow in the footsteps of exceptional ism. The major goal of 
Virginia exceptional ism was to either expel loyalists out of the state or make it appear as 
though loyalists did not exist in the region. Randolph was the leader of loyalism in 
Williamsburg, the figurehead who was constantly ridiculed by patriots and contributors to 
the Virginia Gazelles. John was the model loyalist in many ways. He had a long fami ly 
history of service to the king, he had served Williamsburg and the greater Virginia era 
though his political positions, and he constantly fought for the betterment of the colony, 
no matter the political cost. For the loya lists at the beginning of the 1770s and through 
1775, John was a representative of what it meant to be loyal. As Virginia exccptionalism 
grew in 1776, many of Virginia's loyalists followed in John 's footsteps, leaving England 
in the hopes that they would one day return safely to their homes in Williamsburg. For 
those loyalists seventeen loyal ists who did not immediately leave Virginia, they 
recognized the abuse and scrutiny suffered by Randolph and quickly went into hiding for 




"Filthy groveling vermin, formed only to be trampled on by tyrants . .. " 162 
After the steady evacuation of loyalists from Will iamsburg throughout the 1770s 
and early 1780s, the majority of those who ended up in England lived lives of extreme 
poverty and despair. The Loyalist Claims Records reveal that the Williamsburg loyalists 
were desperate for any aid the British government could give them. Loyal ists submitted 
detai led claims for their losses in order to receive monetary compensation. Bernard Cary 
was imprisoned immediately upon his arrival in England by creditors who demanded 
payment for his loans.163 Cary petitioned the government for reimbursement for over 
6,000 acres he had lost on the Susquehanna River in Pennsylvania, as well as the home 
and personal items he was forced to abandon in Williamsburg. He estimated his losses at 
£6,588. Cary's claim was denied afier John Randolph and other Will iamsburg loyalists 
questioned its legitimacy.164 
Theodorick Bland was one of the Williamsburg loyal ists who joined Cornwallis's 
Army at Yorktown. After the battle, Bland was forced to escape to New York on the ship 
Bone/la before moving to England. Accord ing to his loyalist claim, Bland repeated ly 
tried to salvage his extensive estate in Williamsburg, but was constantly denied 
pennission to return to the United States because of his loyalist leanings during the war. 
162 l'urdic and Dixon, Virginia Gazelle, January 15, 1774, I. 
163 Coldham , American Migrations /765-1799, 542. 
iiµ Palmer, Biographical sketches of loyalists of the American Revo/11tio11. 138. 
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By 1784, Bland was homeless and faced extreme poverty 10 the point 1ha1 ii affected his 
health. 11 is unknown whether or nol Bland ever received aid. 16; 
A few Williamsburg loyalists ended up with careers in the British military. 
Mathew Hubard and Thomas Jaramjoined Cornwallis at Siege of Yorktown and 
eventually followed their regiments (and Cornwallis) 10 the East lndie.s.166 Others such as 
Adam Allan remained in the Queen's Rangers, making their way to Canada in the hope 
they would fare better than their counterparts who had fled to England.167 However, even 
those loyalists with military careers felt it necessary to apply for assistance from the 
British government, citing their vast debts due to the war.16' 
The only Williamsburg loyalist to receive sufficient aid for his contributions in 
the revolution was Alexander Middleton, who was physically disabled after his horse fell 
on top of him while pursuing American patriots in Maryland. In response to his claim for 
£320, Middleton was awarded £200 and a pension of£64 a month for his medical bills.169 
The rest of the Williamsburg loyalists were not nearly as fortunate in the Loyalist C laim 
system run by the British government. 
These stories of the Williamsburg loyalists are all similar. There were very few 
happy endings for those who left Virginia for the mother country. Refugee loyalists had 
hoped that they would they would find a safe haven in England, Mary Beth Norton notes 
in The British Americans.170 However, Williamsburg's loyalists and the rest of1he 
loyalist refugees from America discovered that their loyalist fight for king and country 
165 Coldham, Americou Migrotions 1765-/799, 535. 
1«> Kelly, "The While Loyalists of Williamsburg," 1998 
167 Coldham , American Migrations 1765-1799, 532. 
168 Coldham , American Migrotious 1765- 1799, 535. 
169 Coldham, Americon Migrations 1765-1799, 581. 
170 Nor1011, The 8ritish-Americtms. 6. 
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came at a dire price. The Loyalist Claims Records provide the last bit of information for 
the final years of the Williamsburg loya lists; the vast majority of these claims paint an 
image ofa poor and desperate outcome for these people. Many loyalists in exile in 
England became exceedingly angry when they realized how much they had lost during 
the war and how the cruelly they had faced from American patriots had all been for 
nothing. Many loyalists from Virginia and other colonies embraced a sense of 
"Britishness," feeling completely rejected by the patriots they had once called friends, 
thus creating a bitterness that followed them as they tried to make the best of their lives in 
England or in other British territories. 171 Much like John Randolph, many loyalists 
longed to go home to Virgin ia and they made no attempt to shield that fact in their claims 
to the British government. Even though a majority of Williamsburg loya lists had 
immigrated to Virginia(and were not originally born there), men such as Theodorick 
Bland saw Williamsburg as their home and dreamed of the day they could return to their 
shops, law offi ces, and med ical practi ces. While their claims do not reveal regret in their 
decision to remain loyal to Great Britain, it is evident that many of Williamsburg's 
loyal ists wished that the last two decades had never happened and were plagued by 
memories of their lives in Williamsburg before the American Revolution. It is clear that 
the loyalists of Williamsburg never forgot their home; however the citizens and 
politicians in Williamsburg after the conclusion of the American Revolution did their best 
to forget them. 
Today, Williamsburg is different than it was during the American Revolution. 
The city has been recreated by the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in an auempt to 
111 Robert McCluer Calhoon, The loyolists in Revo/11tionory America. 1760-1781 {New 
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc, 1965), 503. 
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restore the history of'the old Virginia capital. Hundreds of thousands of tourists visit 
Colonial Williamsburg each year to relive the excitement and patriotism of the American 
Revolution in a world created to take visitors back to the year 1776. The Governor 's 
Mansion is set in the year 1774 and re-enactors lead visitors through as though ardent 
loyalist Lord Dunmore and his fami ly are still liv ing in the house. The Colonial 
Will iamsburg Welcome Center features the longest-running film in history, entitled 
Williamsburg: The Sto1y of a Patriot, in wh ich a fictiona l Virgin ia planter and burgess, 
John Fry, struggles with whether he should rema in a loyalist with John Randolph or join 
Patrick Henry and his band of patriots. At the end of the fi lm it is clear to Fry that 
patriotism is an ideological choice made by men who believed that fighting with Great 
Britain was worth the price of liberty.172 
Beyond the story of John Fry and his brush with loyalism, as well as the tour of 
the Governor's Mansion, modern Colonial Williamsburg is proof that the revolutionary 
ideology of Virginia exceptional ism succeeded in the eighteenth century and to the 
present. There are little 10 no loyalist re-enactors wandering down the Duke of 
Gloucester Street, nor are reproduction loyal isl pamphlets for sale in the recreated 
colonial print shops. 
The struggle of Virginia's loyalists and those who fought for their right to profess 
their Tory ideology publically have been ignored by the vast majority of1ouris1s, 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation members, and historians. In 1997, an auempl was 
made by the Yorktown Victory Center 10 commemorate the memory of the "others" of 
the American Revoluti on in an exhibition entitled " Witnesses to the Revolution." These 
m The Colonial Will iamsburg Foundation, "Williamsburg: the Story ofa Patriot" 
Restored, http://www.his1ory.org/founda1ion/gencral/patriot_ rcs1orcd.cf111 . 
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figures highlighted 1he s1ories of women, Native Americans, African Americans, soldiers, 
and loyalis1s, 1hus focusing on !hose who had been all but forgonen in !he traditional 
narra1ive of 1he war in Virginia.173 In an anempt to focus on the dimensions of race, 
gender, ethnicity, and class, museum staff covered the front of the museum with life-
sized plastic figures depict ing each theme. Historians such as Mary Beth Norton, John E. 
Selby, and Colin Cal loway contributed to the story of loyalist Jacob Ellegood, a plan1er in 
the Virgin ia backcountry. While El legood is portrayed as a spectator of the American 
Revolution, he does not represent nearly the suffering faced by his loya list pol itical 
counterparts in Williamsburg or other areas ofYirginia.174 Whether their experience is 
considered insignificant or counterproductive for the purposes of tourism, the story of 
Virginia's loyalists are not told in any real sense, either in popular or academic levels. 
In the end, Williamsburg and Yorktown still show the lasting effects of Virgin ia 
exceptionalism. The majority of Colonial Wi lliamsburg's scenes arc set in 1776, on ly a 
few weeks before the Declaration of Independence was voted on by the Second 
Continental Congress- the exact period in which Virgin ians began to concea l the fact 
that there were loyalists in the capital. Whether loyalists voluntarily left the colony or 
were forced into hiding for their safety, Williamsburg is doing same today as it d id in 
1776, d isregarding the fact 1ha1 loyalism existed in the city' s borders. 
m Eric Gable, The New Hisro,y i11 011 Old M11se11111: Creori11g rhe Posr m Colonial 
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VICTIMS OF LIBERTY 
In 1965, Roberl M. Calhoon published The Loyalists in Revo/111ionary America. 
1760-1781 as part of'the series The Founding of the American Republic. Much like 
Leslie Upton, Calhoon acknowledged a vast gap in the historiography of loyalism and 
encouraged his c,ollcagues to engage with the importance of the loyalist experience 
during the American Revolution. However, after spending chapter upon chapter 
describing lhe horrific experiences of those accused of loyalism in New England and in 
the Carolinas, Calhoon spent less than nine pages on the experience of Virginia's 
loyalists. Calhoon contended that Virginia's Tories were made up of only a handful of 
Anglican clergymen, and several hundred Scottish immigrants led "by an erratic and ill-
tempered govemor."175 While Calhoon considerably underplayed the role of loyalists in 
Virginia during the Revolution , he makes an interesting and lasting point Calhoon 
argued that the planter elite in Virginia prided itself on ils political sophistical ion and ils 
abil ity to ru le over everyone, despite politics, race, gender, or class. To the patriotic elite 
who led the Revolution in Virginia, the loyalists in the region posed a vexing problem to 
a Whig leadership whose main goal (afler writing the new state constitution in June of 
1776) was lo create an "insurrectionary machinery" capable of forcing out all of those in 
opposition to the patriotic causc.176 While Calhoon focuses solely on Lord Dunmore's 
immediate followers, Calhoon 's statement almost completely parallels the goal and 
.lasting effects of Virginia exceptional ism on the loyal ist community of Williamsburg. 
"' Rohen McCluer Calhoon, The Loyalists i11 Revo/111io11a1y America. 458. 
176 Robert McCluer Calhoon, The Loyalists in Revo/111io11ary America. 458-459. 
After all, the loyalists in Williamsburg were a group men who opposed the patriotic 
takeover of Virginia. 
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This thesis has demonstrated the different ways in which Williamsburg's and 
Virginia's loyalists became victims of America's right lo liberty. In its first (almost) two 
centuries Virginia had proved 10 be the dominant colony in America through trade, 
economics, culture, and politics. With the rise of the American Revolution, Virginia's 
leaders were determined not to lose the upper hand in America. Much as Calhoon 
described, the patriots in Virginia felt endangered by the loyalists who loudly vocalized 
their disagreement w ith Revolutionary ideology. By 1776, it had become Virginia's 
tradition to extinguish those voices, even if the loyalists had once been their neighbors, 
business partners, and friends. Virginia's exceptional ism was based on the idea that the 
state was to be the revered leader of the new nation and in order to lead the American 
Revolution, Virginia was forced to not only rum their backs on their enemies, but make it 
appear as though they no longer existed. 
Chapter I revealed the personal stories of the Williamsburg loyalists and their 
existence in the capital during the Revolution . It is through their experiences that 
Virgin ia exceptional ism is not only evident, but a dominating factor in Williamsburg's 
political and social life afler 1776. From living among patriots in the 1760s and early 
1770s, conducting business and enjoying the Virginia Gazettes· willingness to publish 
their written defenses of the Crown to being forced out of the colony later that decade, 
the story of Williamsburg's loyalists shows how quick ly the idea of Virginia's 
exceptionalism took root in the capital and the level patriots went to in order to conceal 
the existence of their political enemies from Virginia's citizens and the rest of the states. 
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While the work of Virginia's patriots makes it appear as though there were no loyalists in 
Virginia between 1776 and 1781, the turnout of local loyalists for Cornwallis's Army at 
Battle of Yorktown proves that loyalists were very much still in existence in 
Williamsburg and willing to risk their lives and reputations on the hope that Britain 
would ultimately win the war. Unlike what Calhoon argued, the loyalists in 
Will iamsburg were not just politically disengaged people with no opin ion about the 
Revolution, but instead people so dedicated 10 their cause that they either fled the colony 
for England or joined Cornwallis to fight against the patriots who had physically and 
verbally abused them on Williamsburg's Duke of Gloucester Street. The current 
historiography on loya lism reveals that many historians still fail to recognize the 
ex istence or importance of loyal ists in Virginia, making the lasting effects of Virginia 
exceptiona lism apparent up until the twenty-first century. 
Virginia's policy ofexceptionalism and attempt 10 be the natural leader of the 
Revolution is most apparent when observing the publication record of the Virginia 
Gazelles throughout the Revolutionary era. From the 1760s on, loyal ists of Williamsburg 
and Virginia were free to debate events such as the Boston Massacre without fear of 
being accosted or personally attacked for their political views. Even as tensions between 
British oflicials and colonists mounted in the middle of the 1770s, loyalists were still 
allowed 10 contribute articles 10 the papers in defense ofloya lisl ideologies or the roya l 
government. However, in 1776 once Virginia made the decision 10 enter (and lead) the 
American Revolution, revolutionary ideology and talk of liberty came to completely 
domi nate the newspapers. Loya lists were no longer allowed to defend the King, 
Parliament, Lord Dunmore, or themselves. Instead their image was tarnished when any 
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stories about them were publ ished. Most importantly, SlOries about loyal ists began to 
appear only in conjunction with runaway s lave advert isements, cementi ng their despised 
status. Finally, afler 1777, articles on loya lism were simply no longer published by any 
of the Virginia Gazelles, making it appear as though Virginians were part of a completely 
united front against the British Empire and for the Revolutionary cause. From the pages 
of the Gazelles, it appeared as if loyalism was vanquished and Virginia exceptional ism 
triumphant. Inj ustices towards loyal ists were ignored and not reported. 
Fina lly, Virginia exceptional ism and the loyal ist experience is also highl ighted by 
the story of John "The Tory" Randolph. John was so dedicated to the Crown that his 
reputation and life in the state was consumed by exccptionalism. The man who had once 
been revered as a faithful public servant in Will iamsburg became a social outcast. 
Virgin ians became so dedicated to its exceptionalism ideal that it was willing to sacri fice 
one of their most ardent public servants when he rebelled against Whig ideology and 
betrayed his patriot friends and family. John's fate in Williamsburg did not only 
foreshadow the fate of other loyalists in Virginia, but also served as a precursor for 
Virginia exceptionalism. Even though Randolph left Williamsburg a few months before 
Richard Henry Lee's proposal for independence, Randolph's relationship with Thomas 
Jefferson and the way his friends and patriot fami ly cut off contact with him when he 
became the figurehead of the loyal ist movement in Virginia with the publication of his 
Considerations on the Present State of Virginia. By attacking John publically before and 
after he left the colony, patriots were by proxy attack ing every loyal ist who lived in 
Virgin ia because Randolph's Considerations on the Present State of Virginia renccted 
the sentiment of the Tories in the region and was the epitome of loyalist thought. 
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The loyal ists of Will iamsburg were victims of Virgin ia exceptional ism. The 
stories and significance of the other 432 known loyalists in Virginia have yet to be t0 ld 
outside of their Loyalist C laims Records. The Virginia Gazelles have shown how 
Virginia exceptional ism did not j ust reach Williamsburg, but the entire state by refusing 
to publish stories on loya list activities across Virginia after I 777. The history of 
Virgin ia's loyal ists has been undeniti lized and understudied . There are sti ll many more 
questi ons left unanswered when it comes to the loyal ists in Vi rginia and how they 
responded to Whig notions of exceptional ism. In order to reclaim the crucial experiences 
of Virginia's loyalists, it is imperative that more historical work be done. Only then will 
Williamsburg's and Virginia's loyalists triumph over Virginia exceptional ism and 
recover some of their historical memory. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE WILLIAMSBURG LOYALISTS177 
Adam Allan: 
Born in Great Britain by 175 1, Allan owned a stocking manufactory in Williamsburg. He 
was tarred and feathered in Fredericksburg, Virginia in 1776 after he was chosen to 
recover the Great Seals and Crest of Virginia from Virginia "rebels." He submitted a 
loya list claim in 1786, citing his service in the Queen's Rangers after his escape from 
Virginia. By 1786, Allan was living in New Brunswick, where he remained for the rest 
of his life. 
William Francis Bickerton: 
Born in Great Britain, Bickerton arrived in Williamsburg by 1773 where he became a 
prominent merchant. Bickerton was imprisoned in late 1776 and tried as a loyalist in 
Virginia. In 1777, he was banished to the Virginia backcountry, but escaped to New 
York in 1779. Bickerton submitted a loyalist claim in 1788. 
Thcodorick Bland: 
Born in Great Britain in 1752, Bland moved to Williamsburg in 1772. In a loyalist cla im 
submilled in 1784, Bland sought the protection of Lord Cornwallis and was present at the 
sttrrendcr of Yorkt0wn, where he escaped on the sloop Bonetto to New York. He 
repeatedly tried to return 10 Virginia to salvage his estate in Williamsburg, but was 
refused entry imo the city. By 1784, Bland was destitute and faced imprisonment for his 
debts in England. 
177 The Index of Williamsburg loyalists was compiled from the following: The Virginia 
Gazelles 1765-1780; Peter Wilson Coldham , American Migrations 1765-1799: The lives. Times. 
and Families. of Colonial Ameriwns who Remained Loyal to the British Crown Before, During 
and After the Revo/11tiono1y War (Surrey: Genealogical Publishing Co, 2000); Gregory, Pa liner, 
Biographical sketches of Loyalists of the American Revo/111io11. 2"" ed. 1864 (New York: Meckler 
Publishing, 1984); Kevin I'. Kelly, "The White Loyalists of Williamsburg," The Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation, 1998. 
Benjamin Bucktrout: 
Bucktrout was born in Great Britain c. 1746 and moved to Williamsburg in 1766 as a 
cabinet maker. He served as a Purveyor for the Public Hospital and a road surveyor in 
the surrounding county. Bucktrout did not submi t a loyal ist claim, but was accused of 
joining Cornwallis's army in Yorktown. He was not allowed reentry into the city until 
the J 790s. He was live the duration of his life in Williamsburg, where he died in 1813. 
Fun Fact: TI1e Bucktrout family is still a big name in Williamsburg, Virginia and well-
known for many business run under the fam ily name. 
John Jarret (T.T.) Carter 
While his binh records are unknown, Carter serve,d in the Continental Army for eight 
months, including the batt le of T renton before he refused to take the American Oath of 
Allegiance. When the British Army came into Virginia in 178 1, he supplied them with 
provisions and acted as a guide before he joined Cornwall is at Yorktown in 1781. His 
loyal ist claim in I 783 reveals that he had applied for temporary assistance and received 
£20 sterling per annum. 
Richard Corbin, Jr. 
Corbin was born in Wil liamsburg in 1751 and was the son of Receiver General of 
Quitrents, Richard Corbin, Sr. Corbin was the private secretary of his father. In his 
loyal ist claim, Corbin wrote that he was nearly tarred and foathered in Wil liamsburg 
before he escaped the colony in 1775. Corbin petitioned the British govemment three 
times (1777, 1779, and 1778) for the propeny that had been confiscated from him in 
Williamsburg. All three of his claims were rejected for unknown reasons. 
Barnard Cary (Carey) 
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Born in North Ireland c. 1748, Cary moved to Will iamsburg in 1766 where lived as a 
linen drapery trader. In his loyalist cla im, Cary notes that he was repeated ly imprisoned 
for being a Tory. His cred ibility as a Tory was questioned by John Randolph in 1783 and 
his petition for £6,588 sterling was rejected for want of proof. 
J ohn Randolph Grymes 
Born in Virginia c.1747, Grymes married Susannah Randolph, the youngest daughter of 
John and Ariana Randolph after he escaped 10 England in March of 1776. He served in 
the Queen's Rangers under Sir William Howe. After his father-in-law, Grymes was 
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considered 1he second leading loyalist in Virginia for his outspoken nawre and politica l 
s1a1us in Williamsburg. He submined Joyalis1 claims in l 778, 1780, and l 782, citing the 
loss of his land in Williamsburg and es1a1e on Gwin 's Island, along wi1h 67 slaves who 
were either capn1red or died in the British Army. For his loss of £5,406 sterl ing, he was 
awarded£ 1,200 by the govemment. 
Thomas Gwatkin (Gwathkin) 
Bom in Hereford County, England, Gwaik in arrived in Williamsburg in 1770 where he 
was a professor of natural philosophy and language at the College of Will iam and Mary. 
Gwatkin served as a private tutor for Lord Dunmore's eldest son, lord Fincastle. In his 
claim, Gwatk in attests that he was accosted by am1ed men at the College after he refused 
to draw up a memorial vind icaiing 1he proceedings of Congress by Thomas Jefferson and 
Richard Henry Lee. In 1775 he left Williamsburg for England, where he remained with 
Lord Dunmore after 1777. 
Joshua Hardcastle: 
Whi le his date and place of birth are unknown, Hardcastle was named in the Virginia 
Gazelle as a loyalist in l 775 after being subjected to a mock court by the independent 
militia companies which surrounded Will iamsburg. He departed Williamsburg after 
September of 1775. 
Samuel Henley: 
Bom in England in 1740, Samuel Henley moved to Williamsburg in 1770 10 serve as a 
professor of mora l philosophy at the College of William and Mary. He was dismissed by 
the College in 1775 for his association with Lord Dunmore and lost his apartment, 
collection of books, prims, and private papers when trying to escape. 
William Hill: 
While his dale and place of birth are unknown, Hill was in Williamsburg by 1773 where 
he became a carter. He was accused of loyalism after joining Cornwallis in 178 1 after 
taking the Oath of Allegiance to the United States in 1777. 
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James Hubard: 
Born in Virginia in 1738, Hubbard was an attorney in Williamsburg as well as a member 
of the Williamsburg Commiltee of Safety in 1774 and 1776. He was the son of loyalist 
Mauhew Hubbard. Hubbard lost his law practice when he refused to take the oath of 
al legiance and j oined Cornwallis in 1781. He died in May of 1782 leaving a wife and 
eight young children. His loyalist claim was sent on behalf of his friend loyalist James 
Minzies and fifteen year o ld son Mauhew, who was left destitute after Hubard's death. 
Matthew (Mathew) Hubarcl: 
Hubard was born in Virginia c. 1767, the second son of loyal ist James Hubard. His 
loyalist claim states that his o lder brother had been disinherited by James for join ing the 
Whigs. He was commined to the care of James Minzies after his father's death and 
planned to go to the East Jndies to join Cornwall is in 1783. 
William Hunter J r. 
Born in Williamsburg in 1754, Hunter was the son of Virginia Gazette I editor William 
Hunter, Sr. Hunter served as a printer, bookseller, and stationer in th_e capital and had a 
thriving business before the war. Hunter also served as an ed itor of Virginia Gazette I 
during the Revolution, hiding his loyal ism. Hunter served in the Continental Army 
before joining Cornwallis in 1781, where he served as a guide. After the S iege of 
Yorktown, Hunter left Williamsburg to become a journeyman printer in England. Hunter 
submitted a loyalist claim for the loss of three houses and slaves in Williamsburg. 
Francis Jararn: 
Born in Great Britain, Jaram moved lo Williamsburg in 1774 as a carpenter. In 1777 he 
took the oath of allegiance, but was imprisoned in 1781 for "'disaffection." He left 
Williamsburg aller his prison sentence in 1783. 
J ohn Jaram: 
Born in Great Britain, Jaram moved to Williamsburg in 1774 with Francis Jaram. The 
records do not ind icate which Jaram was the father or son, but do acknowledge that they 
were related. John took the Oath of Al legiance in 1777, but was also imprisoned in late 
1781 a Iler being put on parole by the Virginia government earlier that June. He left 
Wil liamsb.urg by 1782. 
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Thomas Jaram: 
Bom in Great Britain, Jaram an-ived in Williamsburg in 1774 with his father and brother 
(John and Francis). He escaped imprisonment in 1781 and joined Cornwallis. He left 
Virginia afler the Battle of Yorktown. His fina l known whereabouts were in New York 
City in the spring of 1782. No members of the Jaram family filed loyalist claims. 
William Parker: 
While his date and place of birth are unknown, William Parker appears in the town 
records of Williamsburg by 1774. When the British Army came to Williamsburg in 
178 1, he enlisted, moving his family to New York City after the Siege of Yorktown. By 
1783, Parker and his family had moved to England and filed a loyalist claim stating he 
was destitute and without employment. 
Richard Floyd Pitt: 
Pitt was born in Williamsburg on November 15, 1754. ln 1775 he assisted his father, the 
Muster Master General and Keeper of the Magazine, in protecting the Magazine from a 
patriot mob. After moving to England in 1776, his father died, leaving him destitute. He 
took up an upholstery trade, but was bankrupt by 1783 and incarcerated in Fleet Prison 
for his debt to the government in 1786. The Loyalist Claim he sent on his father's behalf 
in 1788 states that his "present situation is equal to a convict under sentence of death and 
his future depends entirely on the decision of the Commissioners."178 There arc no 
records indicating whether or not Pitt ever received aid or if Pill ever made it out of 
prison. 
George Pitt: 
Pitt was born in Worchester, England c. 1724 and moved to Williamsburg in 1744. In 
Williamsburg, Pitt was a surgeon and owned a local apothecary. He was Keeper of the 
Magazine from 1755-1775 and Muster Master General. Pill and his son were allacked by 
patriots in response to Lord Dunmore's threat to empty the public Magazine just before 
the Revolution. He was declared a traitor by the people of Williamsburg and felt it 
necessary to move back 10 England to avoid further harm. According the loyal ist claim 
sent on behalf of his son- Richard Floyd Piu- George died from stress only four months 
after leaving the city. Pill Jell behind seven chi ldren , all under the age of twenty-one in 
1775 as well as a wife, all of whom were destitute. A deposition was given by John and 
Ariana Randolph on Richard Floyd's behalf to gel aid for the family. 
178 Coldham. American Migrmions 1765-1799, 588. 
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William Maitland: 
Born in Great Britain, Maitland immigrated to Williamsburg as an "adventurer" in 177 1. 
He became a merchant and business partner with fellow loya list Robert Miller, whom he 
also replaced as treasurer at the College of William and Mary during Miller's absence in 
1755. During the Revolution, Maitland was treated with "violence and ma lice." He left 
Williamsburg in 1776 to move back to Britain with Miller and was living in Ireland by 
1779. Maitland submitted a Loya list Claim in 1777 and 1779, citing a loss of property in 
Will iamsburg. 
James Menzies (Minzies) 
A native of Scotland, Menzies arrived in Williamsburg in 1763. He was the private 
secretary to Lord Dunmore, and remained with Dunmore unti l the Govemorlefi 
Williamsburg. He was a clerk to the Commiuee for the Encouragement of the Arts and 
Manufactures at William and Mary. Before the war, Minzies had purchased one 
thousand acres on the Ohio River and another one thousand acres in Kentucky, but lost 
all of his rights to the land during the Revolution. He submitted a loyalist claim for the 
loss of property, but was only awarded £ 125. 
Alexander Middleton: 
While his date and place of birth are unknown, Middleton arrived in Will iamsburg in 
1776 to open up a medica l practice on the Duke of Gloucester Street. He was identified 
as a loyalist for his medical treatment of political prisoners. He refused to take up arms 
with the patriots and was confirmed as a loya list. He eluded capture and imprisonment 
by hiding in a country home ofa friend near Philadelphia. He left for England in 1788 
and submitted a loyalist claim from his home in Calais, France later that year. His claim 
states that he had served as a guide to a captain in the Maryland Loyal ist army, but was 
disabled by a fallen horse when perusing rebels. He petitioned the government for £320 
and was awarded £200 and a pension of £64 annually for his disabil ities and service to 
the army. 
Robert Miller: 
Born in Scotland c. 1730, Miller moved to Williamsburg in 1749 where he became a 
local merchant. He became involved in the community, where he was Treasurer of the 
College of William and Mary, Comptroller of the Port of Williamsburg, and a member of 
the Williamsburg Common Counci l. He left the capital in 1775 after receiving dai ly 
threats for b~ing an "outspoken Tory" and a revenue officer. He pensioned the 
government for£ 1,393, citing loss of property in Virginia. He only received£ 120 per 
annum. 
John Murray, Fourth Earl of Dunmore 
Murray was born in Scotland in 1732 and moved lo Wi lliamsburg in 177 1 after being 
appointed Royal Governor for the state of Virginia. Me departed Williamsburg in 1775 
after the city became too "hostile" for his and his family's safety. After the war, he 
served as Governor of the Bahamas in 1786. 
J ohn Randolph 
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Randolph was born Virginia inc. 1727 to one of the most prominent and powerful 
families in the colony. Me became Allorney General of Virginia and was forced to move 
to England after he refused to join with local patriots. Me and his family lost all of their 
property and became destitute. In a claim made on behalf of his wife, Richard Corbin, 
and daughters Ariana and Susanna stated that the family's name had been disgraced in 
America and that all of their property and possessions had been sold in a public auction, 
citing a loss of about £4,000. His widow Ariana was only awarded £540. 
James Ross 
Born in Virginia c. 1758, Ross was a carpenter in Will iamsburg. He was convicted of 
"breaking the peace" in July 1780 and accused of joining Cornwallis in 1781 at the Siege 
of Yorktown. He left with Cornwallis for New York later that year. Ross did not file a 
loyalist claim and there are no known records of him after his move to New York. 
Edith (Ed itha) Robinson: 
Born in James City County, Virginia c. 1726, Robinson married the Reverend Robinson 
of the College of William and Mary. She became a widow in 1765. She was forced Lo 
leave Virginia in 1778 for defending her late husband's Tory beliefs. She left moved LO 
Yorkshire, England. In 1788 she filed a loya list claim on behalf of herself and her late 
husband, citing that she had used up her husband 's allowance and for the loss ofa house, 
land, and a slave. 
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William T arpley: 
Born in Williamsburg c. 1762, Tarpley and his brother Thomas were students at William 
and Mary from 1772- 1775. He en listed in the 841h Regiment Foot in Charleston in 1780 
and served until 1783. Tarpley moved to England after the war and claimed that he lost a 
plantation, houses, land in Williamsburg, and severa l slaves. 
J oseph Thompson: 
While the date and place of his birth are unknown, Thompson was a late arrival to 
Williamsburg in 1777, where he traded in bricks and worked as a gardener. He 
reportedly provided £ 1,300 worth of bricks to the British Army, which he claimed he 
never received payment for. His trading with the army branded him a loyal ist and he was 
also accused of joining Cornwallis in 1781. 
Henry Drake \Vatsou 
While his date and place of birth are unknown, Watson was late arrival to Will iamsburg 
in 1780. His occupation is unknown. He was accused of joining Cornwallis in 1781. 
J acob W ilHams 
Very little is known about the life of Williams or whether or not he was born in 
Williamsburg or Great Britain. However, he was accused of joining Cornwallis in 1781 
and was later jailed for "disaffection" towards the end of the year. Some records state 
that there was a Jacob Will iams living in the Norfolk area by 1782; however his 
whereabouts before and after the accusation and his imprisonment are unknown. 
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APPENDIX B 
LOY AUST EVIDENCE 
Loyalist Claim Accused Imprisoned 
Adam Allan William Hill Francis Jaram 
William F. Bickerton James Ross John Jaram 
Theodorick Bland Jacob Williams 
John Jarret Carter Benjamin Bucktrout 
Richard Corbin Jr. 
Bernard Cary 




















n= 25 n=4 n=2 
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APPENDIX C 
ARRIVAL IN WILLIAMSBURG 
l!g:rn in VA Before 1760s illQ1 1770s ill.21 !Jnknown 
Richard Corbin, George Pitt, James Menzies, Thomas Gwatkln, Henry Drake John J. carter 
Jr. 1744 1763 1770 Watson, 1780 
Matthew Robert M iller, Benjamin Joshua Hardcastle, WiliamHill 
Hubard 1749 Bucktrout, 1766 1770 
William Hunter Adam Allan, Bernard Carey, Samuel Henley, Jacob 
1751 1766 1770 Williams 
James Hubard Theodorick William M aitland, 
Bland, 17S2 1771 
John Randolph WilliamF. 
Bickerton, 1773 
James Ross Francis Jaram, 
1774 
Edith RobinSOfl John Jaram, 1774 
William Tarpley Thomas Jaram, 
1774 
John R. Grymes William Parker, 
1774 
Richard F. Pitt Alexander 
M iddleton, 1776 
Joseph Thomp$0n, 
1777 
n =10 n• 4 n:; 3 n= 11 n : 1 n= 3 
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APPENDIX D 
DEPARTURE FROM WILLIAMSBURG 
1770s 1780s 
Adam Allan, 1776 William Tarpley, 1780 
William F. Bickerton, 1777 /9 Theodorick Bland, 1781 
Richard Corbin, Jr., 1775 W illiam Hunter, 1781 
Robert Miller, 1775 Jacob W illiams, 1781 
Thomas Gwat kin, 1775 W illiam Hill, 1781 
Joshua Hardcastle, 1775 John Jaram, 1782 
Samuel Henley 1775 Thomas Jaram, 1781 
Richard F. Pitt, 1775 Will iam Parker, 1781 
George Pitt, 1775 John J. Carter, 1781 
John Randolph, 1775 James Ross, 1781 
James Menzies, 1775 & 1776 Matthew Hubard, 1782 
Bernard Carey, 1776 Joseph Thompson, 1782/4 
John R. Grymes, 1776 HenryDrake Watson, 1782 
William Maitland, 1776 Francis Jaram, 1783 
Alexander Middleton, 1776 Benjamin Buckrout, 1788-93 (come bock to Williamsburg) 
Edith Robinson, 1778 
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APPENDIX E 
SERVICE IN THE BRITISH ARMY 
Joined Cornwallii Accused of Joining Cornwallis Other Milita!:J( gu~!::n'i Rangers 
Theodorick Bland Benjamin Bucktrout James Menzies Adam Allan 
John J. Carter, 1781 William Hill William Tarpley John Randolph 
Grymes 
Matthew Hubard James Hubard Alexander Middleton 
William Hunter James Ross, 1781 
Thomas Jaram, 1782 Joseph Thompson, 1781 
Henry Drake Watson, 1781 
Jacob Williams, 1781 
n= 5 n= 7 n= 2 n= 3 
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APPENDIX F 
VIOLENCE AND INTIMIDATION 
Tarred and AttemRted T&F caetured or Attemeted Accosted or Inti. 
Feathered lmr1ri.soned Caeturt 
Adam Allan Richard Corbin, Jr WilliamF. Thomas Jaram Thomas Gwatkin 
Bickerton 
Bernard Carey Joshua 
Hardcastle 
James Hubard William Maitland 
Francis Jaram, Robert Miller 
1781 





n= l n= 1 n= 7 n= l n= 5 
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